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Zusammenfassung
Zeitaufgelöste Elektronenbeugung ist ein mächtiges Werkzeug, um ultraschnelle
strukturelle Dynamik in Materialien und Molekülen sowohl mit atomarer räumlicher als auch zeitlicher Auflösung zu beobachten. Wegen der Coulombabstoßung
ist allerdings die Verwendung von nur einem Elektron, oder wenigen Elektronen, pro
Puls notwendig, um die kürzesten Pulsdauern zu erreichen. Elektronen haben recht
hohe Streuquerschnitte und deshalb braucht man für Experimente in Transmission
sehr dünne Proben, die nur wenige Nanometer dick sind; dies verursacht große
Schwierigkeiten bei der Probenherstellung. Bisher wurden ultraschnelle EinzelElektronen-Beugungsexperimente nur bei einer Elektronenenergie von 30 keV gezeigt;
diese Messungen wurden in unserer Gruppe an der „UED1-Beamline“ durchgeführt.
Diese Arbeit stellt unsere Zweite-Generation-Beamline, „UED2“, vor. Die Beschleunigungsspannung der Elektronen wurde hierbei von 30 auf 100 kV erhöht, was
die Untersuchung signifikant dickerer Proben ermöglicht. Im Experiment werden
Elektronenpulse durch einen Zweiphotonen-Photoprozess erzeugt und die langfristige
Stabilität der Quelle wird gezeigt. Die Proben kann man sowohl in Transmission
als auch im streifenden Elektronen-Einfall (grazing-incidence) platzieren und um
Phase-Matching zwischen den optischen und Elektronenpulsen zu erreichen, können verkippte optische Pulse verwendet werden. Um zeitliche Verzerrungen (Distorsionen) in den verkippten Pulsen zu vermeiden, muss die Geometrie für deren
Erzeugung so gewählt werden, dass die Ausbreitungsrichtung der verkippten Pulse
senkrecht zur Gitteroberfläche ist. Dass und wie dies möglich ist, wird hier gezeigt.
Außerdem werden zeitliche Distorsionen in ultrakurzen Elektronenpulsen, die durch
schlecht justierte Magnetlinsen verursacht werden, untersucht. Es zeigt sich, dass
eine Verschiebung oder Verkippung der Magnetlinse zu signifikanten zeitlichen Aberrationen im Femtosekundenbereich führt und diese Pulsverlängerungen nur minimiert
werden können, wenn der Strahl genau auf der Symmetrieachse der Linse liegt. Ein
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hier experimentell gezeigtes Verfahren zum Ausrichten von Linsen-Position und Neigung verringert die Aberrationen auf weniger als eine Femtosekunde.
Für die „UED2-Beamline“ wurde ein neues Labor eingerichtet und ein erstes zeitaufgelöstes Elektronenbeugungs-Experiment an dieser Beamline durchgeführt. Eine
anisotrope Bewegung der Atome in Kohlenstoff-Nanoröhrchen wurde beobachtet,
welche die Natur der chemischen Bindungen in diesem System widerspiegelt, die
zwischen relativen schwachen van der Waals und starken kovalenten Wechselwirkungen variiert.
Insgesamt ist damit gezeigt, dass ultraschnelle zeitaufgelöste Elektronenbeugung
bei 100 keV mit einzelnen/wenigen Elektronen pro Puls eine hervorragende Methode
darstellt, ultraschnelle atomare Dynamik auch in komplexen Festkörperproben mit
höchstmöglicher Auflösung in Raum und Zeit untersuchen zu können.
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Abstract
Time-resolved electron diffraction is a powerful tool to observe ultrafast structural
dynamics in materials and molecules with atomic spatial as well as temporal resolution. Due to Coulomb repulsion, however, the use of only single-electrons or
few-electrons per pulse is inevitable to reach the shortest pulse durations. Electrons
have rather high scattering cross sections and thus experiments in transmission require ultrathin samples in the nanometer-range, making sample preparation very
challenging. Up to now, ultrafast single-electron diffraction was only demonstrated
at an electron energy of 30 keV ; these measurements were performed in our group
at the “UED1-beamline”.
This work introduces our second-generation beamline, “UED2”, where the electron acceleration voltage is upgraded from 30 to 100 kV , which allows the investigation of significantly thicker samples. This is decisively widening the range of
complex materials that can be studied. In the experiment, electron pulses are generated by a two-photon photoemission process and the long-term stability of the
source is shown. The samples can be placed in transmission as well as grazingincidence geometry. To achieve phase-matching between the optical and electron
pulses, tilted optical pulses can be applied. We figured out that to avoid temporal
distortions in tilted pulses, a geometry must be chosen in which the propagation
direction of the tilted pulses is perpendicular to the grating’s surface. Furthermore,
temporal distortions for ultrashort electron pulses caused by misaligned magnetic
lenses are examined. It is found that a displacement or tilt of the lens causes significant temporal aberrations on a femtosecond time scale and pulse-lengthening is
only minimized if the beam travels precisely on the symmetry axis. An experimental
procedure detailed here for aligning lens-position and -tilt reduces the aberrations
to less than one femtosecond.
For the “UED2-beamline”, a new laboratory was established and a first timeresolved electron diffraction experiment at this beamline performed. Anisotropic
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ultrafast atomic motion in carbon-nanotubes was observed, revealing the nature of
the system’s chemical bonds, which vary from relatively weak van der Waals to
strong covalent interactions.
In summary, it is thus shown that ultrafast electron diffraction at 100 keV with
single/few electrons per pulse is an excellent method to study ultrafast atomic-scale
dynamics even in complex solid samples with the highest possible resolution in space
and time.
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1 Introduction
In order to understand many processes in physics, chemistry or biology it is necessary not only to perform static experiments, but also to investigate the temporal
dynamics of such systems. The human eye however can only resolve dynamics with
a time resolution of about hundred milliseconds [1]. To record faster processes, other
measurements techniques had to be developed. One of the first of such experiments
was done in 1878 by E. J. Muybridge, who captured the movements of a galloping
horse with an arrangement of several glass-plate cameras that were triggered one after another when the horse passed (figure 1.1); with this technique he could achieve
a temporal resolution of ∼ 0.04 s [2]. Since then, many scientist steadily improved
the time resolution and nowadays photography reaches a temporal resolution down
to 10 ps [3].
However, to observe atoms or electrons in motion, one needs femtosecond, respectively attosecond, temporal resolution and also an appropriate spatial resolution.
Promising techniques to reach spatial and temporal atomic resolution simultaneously are time-resolved X-ray- or electron-diffraction experiments. With the development of the laser in 1960 [4], the timescale to record atoms or even electrons in
motion has today come within reach; pulse durations in the attosecond regime were
first demonstrated in 2001 by M. Hentschel et al. [5]. Modern electron and X-ray
diffraction apparatuses easily achieve atomic spatial resolution and by the combination with laser-technology the road to make molecular movies is paved [6–8]. In a
pump-probe scheme, an ultrashort laser pulse is used to trigger (to pump) the dynamics of interest, and an electron or X-ray pulse, provided at different time delays,
records the reactions, whereas the time resolution is only limited by the duration of
the two pulses.
Using free-electron lasers (FEL), coherent X-ray pulses with few-femtosecond durations were already successfully demonstrated [9–12] and pulse durations in the attosecond regime were proposed by shaping and compressing the electron bunch [13].
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Figure 1.1: The horse in motion, by Eadweard James Muybridge in 1878. To capture the movements of a galloping horse, Muybridge used an arrangement of
several glass-plate cameras triggered one after another when the horse passed.
The photographs were taken at a distance of about 70 cm corresponding to a
time interval of about 0.04 s [2].
Such sources however require expensive MeV to GeV particle accelerators and are
until now available in only a few facilities worldwide. Recent progress in developing table-top laser-driven particle accelerators [14, 15] might improve this situation
and maybe make few-femtosecond X-ray pulses in the future available to a broader
community [16–18].
Pulsed electron sources, however, are relatively inexpensive, compact and uncomplicated compared to free-electron laser facilities. Another advantage is that electron
trajectories are easily controllable by using electro-magnetic fields. Further differences are that electrons have much higher scattering cross-sections and therefore a
much smaller penetration depth [19]. The radiation damage threshold is therefore
much lower, while ultrashort X-ray pulses typically destroy the sample, allowing
often only single-shot experiments [20].
On the downside, electrons are charged particles and due to space charge repel
each other, making it hard to achieve ultrashort pulses. To circumvent this problem
of Coulomb repulsion, one can use only a single or few electrons per pulse [21, 22].
This, of course, requires long measurement times, a good signal-to-noise ratio and
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an efficient long term-stability of the experimental apparatus. Nevertheless, ultrafast pump-probe single-electron diffraction at 30 keV on graphite was recently
successfully demonstrated by S. Lahme et al. [23, 24] at our first-generation beamline
(UED1) [24, 25]. Another approach to reach shorter pulses is to compress the electron bunch using microwave cavities or pondermotive gratings [26–28]; simulations
predict few-femtosecond and even attosecond pulse durations [6, 29, 30]. The shortest electron pulse duration recorded so far was achieved with microwave compression
of single-electron pulses and is about 28 f s (FWHM) [31, 32].
Figure 1.2 shows the schematic of a typical ultrafast electron diffraction (UED)
experiment. An ultrashort laser pulse is split into two beams by a beam splitter (BS).
One pulse, the so-called pump pulse, is focused by a lens (FL) onto the sample and
triggers the dynamics of interest. The other pulse, the probe pulse, is send to a
photo-emission electron source to generate electron pulses. In a static electric field
the electrons are accelerated and focused by electron optics to the sample (here the
case of transmission geometry is shown). Finally, a detector records the diffraction
patterns. By varying the delay between pump and probe pulse, one can record
dynamics with atomic resolution in space and time.
Suitable electron energies for ultrafast electron diffraction are in the range of
30 − 300 keV , corresponding to a de Broglie wavelength of 2 − 7 pm and therefore
ideal to resolve atomic distances [33]. Because of the electron’s relatively large
scattering cross-section [19], samples measured in transmission geometry have to be
ultrathin or the use of gracing incidence is required. Electrons with an energy of
30 keV have e.g. an attenuation length of about 35 monolayers (figure 2.8 in [34],
linearly extrapolated); in metals a monolayer has a thickness of approximately 0.2 −
0.25 nm [34]. Sample preparation is hence very challenging and the use of higher
acceleration voltages would strongly benefit this issue.
This work introduces our second-generation beamline, UED2, with acceleration
voltages up to 100 kV . The sample can be placed in transmission as well as grazing
incidence geometry and to achieve phase matching appropriate tilted optical pulses
can be applied. Furthermore results on temporal distortions caused by misaligned
magnetic lenses are presented and an alignment procedure to minimize the aberrations to less than one femtosecond is shown. We demonstrate the apparatus’s
long-term stability, and its feasibility for ultrafast single-electron diffraction using
thick samples of a complex material, a foam made of carbon nanotubes. The re-
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Delay
Wavelength
transformation

FL

<10-5 mbar

Detector
FL
Electron
source

Electron
optics
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Figure 1.2: Schematic for a typical time-resolved electron diffraction experiment.
A laser pulse is split by a beam splitter (BS) into two beams, the so called
pump and probe beam. The pump beam is used to excite the sample, while the
probe beam is send to a photo-emission electron source to generate electron
pulses. This electron pulses are now focused by electron optics to the sample
and a detector records the diffraction patterns. By varying the delay between
pump and probe pulse, one can record dynamics with atomic resolution.
sults are very promising, and when our apparatus will be combined with available
pulse compression techniques, few-femtosecond or even attosecond ultrafast electron diffraction will come in range, at electron energies capable of penetrating a
large variety of complex materials, potentially opening up a new era of investigating
structural dynamics.
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2 Setup of the experimental
environment and infrastructure
2.1 New laboratory
For the time-resolved 100-keV ultrafast electron diffraction (UED2) beamline a new
laboratory had to be built. This was accomplished within the scope of the renovation
of the LMU-building (Am Coulombwall 1, Garching). Prior the space was used
for several offices, then the walls were removed and our new laboratory with two
anterooms established. Figure 2.1 shows a layout of this new laboratory (E01) and
fig 2.2 some pictures taken during the renovation.

NOPA
THz

2.40 m

Yb:YAG
laser
Compressor

2.40 m

4.80 m

13.20 m

Figure 2.1: Layout of the new laboratory E01 and its anterooms. The optical tables
and the key-elements of the time-resolved electron diffraction experiment are
also illustrated.
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Figure 2.2: Pictures of the new laboratory that was built for the 100 keV electron
diffraction experiment. The first picture was taken in July 2011 and shows
only a construction area; in February 2012 the optical tables arrived and in
September 2013 the first diffraction measurements were made.

In practice, you enter the laboratory through one of the anterooms (E01a or E05),
where you change shoes and put on a laboratory-coat and hairnet to avoid bringing
dirt into the laboratory-environment. Almost all chillers and the vacuum pre-pumps
are located in the two anterooms, in order to eliminate unwanted fluctuating heat
sources, noise and vibrations in the main laboratory. The main laboratory is divided
into two parts: the laser development and the electron diffraction site. The two parts
can be separated by flexible laser safety walls, so that one can work without safety
goggles on the electron diffraction site if no high-intensity laser beam is needed there.
Above the optical tables, a hanging rack is installed that holds several flow-boxes
providing a continuous flow of clean air to avoid any dust on the optics. Moreover,
in the laser development area, side walls are attached to the hanging rack so that
the laser systems can be completely covered.
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2.1 New laboratory
For ultrafast pump probe experiments it is essential to provide a very stable
room-temperature in order to prevent movements caused by heat expansion. For
example for laser pulses, a mirror’s displacement of ∆s = 10 µm causes a timing
change of ∆t ≈ 66 f s. Figure 2.3 shows the temperature stability in our laboratory
during a pump probe experiment that lasts ∼ 47 h. In the laser housing we reach a
temperature stability better then 90 mK peak to peak and with a standard deviation
of σ = 14.84 mK. Near the electron beam line we measured fluctuations of σ =
45.52 mK; the fluctuations are higher because the diffraction experiment is not
covered like the laser, but the stability is well sufficient for our experiments.

(a) Temperature near the electron beam line

(b) Temperature in laser housing

Figure 2.3: (a) Temperature stability near the electron beam line and (b) in the
laser housing during a pump probe experiment. The fluctuations near the laser
are less then 90 mK peak to peak and the standard deviation is σ = 14.84 mK;
near the electron beam line σ = 45.52 mK.
Since we are dealing with charged-particle beams, it is crucial to provide not only
a very stable room temperature but also a stable magnetic-field environment. If
the magnetic field is changing during a laser-pump electron-probe experiment, the
electron beam can be deflected and you will loose the spatial overlap. A change
in the magnetic field of ∼ 40 nT measured on top of the sample chamber, displaces our electron beam by 1 pixel (∼ 15.6 µm) on the detector. The use of
non-magnetic materials near the electron beam line and placing potential sources of
changing magnetic fields as far away as possible helps to suppress such fluctuations.
But fluctuations coming from outside the laboratory-environment are not so easy to
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handle. In our case the main contribution of changing magnetic fields outside the
laboratory comes from an elevator and a power cable running in the basement. To
compensate such fields, the electron beamline is placed in the volume of three large
solenoid pairs around the whole experiment, generating an appropriate opposing
magnetic field via feedback electronics, if required. Such magnetic-field stabilization systems are commercially available (Magnetfeldkompensationsanlage Macom
II, Müller BBM GmbH) and widely used in electron microscopy [24, 35].

2.2 Laser system at 50-400 kHz
The laser system used for the UED2 beamline is a home-built Yb:YAG thin-disk
laser and is mainly described by Schneider et al. in [36]. It delivers ∼ 800-f s pulses
with an average output power of up to 100 W at a central wavelength of 1030 nm.
Figure 2.4(a) shows the output spectrum and 2.4(b) an autocorrelation trace, fitted assuming a sech2 -shaped temporal pulse profile [36]. The repetition rate of the
laser can be tuned between 50 and 400 kHz, ideal for ultrafast electron diffraction
experiments [23]. The output is also sufficiently intense for many applications like
nonlinear optical frequency conversions (e.g. the NOPA-system described in chapter 3.5) and THz generation [36] that can be used to excite the desired atomic-scale
dynamics.
1

1
F o u r ie r
lim it:
7 4 0 fs

0
1 0 2 8
W

1 0 3 0
1 0 3 2
a v e le n g th ( n m )

(b )

I n t e n s it y

I n t e n s it y

(a )

P u ls e :
7 9 0 fs

0
-2

0
2
D e la y ( p s )

Figure 2.4: Laser performance in the time-bandwidth domain, taken from [36]. (a)
Output spectrum; (b) autocorrelation trace and fit, assuming a sech2 -shaped
temporal pulse profile.
Because of the long optical beam path from the laser to the electron diffraction
site (cf. chapter 2.1), a beam-stabilization system (Aligna 4D, TEM Messtechnik
GmbH) is used to deliver the laser pulses to the electron diffraction apparatus.
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3 Time-resolved electron diffraction
setup at 100 keV
This chapter deals with the time-resolved electron diffraction setup that was built in
the new laboratory. The electron diffraction apparatus consist mainly of four parts,
the electron source where the pulsed electron beam is generated, the electron optics
to focus and/or steer the beam, the sample chamber where the dynamics you want
to study takes place, and the detector that records the diffraction images.
The electron source, the electron beamline and the detector is placed in a ultrahigh vacuum chamber system that can reach pressures down to 10−9 mbar. A
low pressure is beneficial for such experiments because the number of residual gas
molecules is reduced and therefore scattering of the electrons is eliminated. It is
also important that surface-contamination of the photocathode and the sample is
avoided. Contamination of the photocathode will affect the long-term stability [24]
and can reduce the breakdown voltage of the electron source by as much as 50 % [37],
while contamination of the sample is bad for surface-sensitive measurements or bulk
samples with a large surface area, such as the carbon-nanotubes described in chapter 4.
Figure 3.1 shows a top-view of the electron beamline. The core assembly is firmly
attached to the optical table to prevent mechanical instabilities and drifts. Supporting systems, i.e. the vacuum pumps are separated by flexible spring bellows to
avoid transfer of any vibrations to the main experiment. The pumping system is
located on the floor below the optical table and consists of two ion-getter pumps
(600L-CV-8S-SC-220-N, VACOM Vakuum Komponenten und Messtechnik GmbH)
and two turbomolecular pumps (HiPace 700, Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH) which are
pre-pumped by a scroll pump (Scrollvac SC15D, Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum GmbH).
The electron source chamber, the sample chamber and the detector are separated
by valves and can thus be vented individually to atmosphere or Argon gas. The
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vacuum chambers as well as the optical table are made from materials with lowest magnetic permeability, such as Titanium and “A4” stainless steel (1.4404 or
1.4429ESU). As mentioned earlier (2.1), it is important to avoid varying magnetic
fields near the electron beamline. The ion-getter pumps have no such influence on
the beam, because their magnetic fields are static and they are placed far enough
away.

Sample chamber

Electron source chamber

Flexible
spring
bellow

Flexible
spring
bellow

Optical
table

Valve

Valve

Electron
optics
Mounting

Detector

Mounting

Figure 3.1: Beamline of the time-resolved electron diffraction setup (top-view).
The total length of the vacuum beamline is roughly 1.8 m. The individual
chambers are not arranged in a straight line with respect to the electron source,
because the electrons are slightly deflected in the earth magnetic field. The
gray area depicts the optical table.

One significant magnetic field, however, can not be avoided; this is the magnetic
field of the earth. The vertical strength of the earth magnetic field in Garching
equals B ≈ 43.4 µT [38]. Figure 3.2 shows a simulation of the lateral deflection
of electrons that travel in such a magnetic field. In our case, the path length from
the photocathode to the detector equals 1.42 m; therefore electrons with an energy
of 100 keV are 4.2 cm laterally displaced at the position of the detector. This
displacement with respect to the electron source was taken into account by proper
arrangement of the chambers along a slightly curved path.
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7

E=75 keV
E=100 keV

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2
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1.4
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Figure 3.2: Lateral deflection of an electron beam in the earth magnetic field in
Garching for electrons with energies of 75 keV and 100 keV , respectively.

3.1 Single-electron source at 100 keV
As discussed earlier (chapter 1), a huge improvement compared to the first-generation
single-electron diffraction apparatus (UED1) in the group of Baum and Krausz (described mainly by Friedrich Kirchner [25] and Stefan Lahme [24]) is the significantly
higher acceleration voltage in the electron source here. This section describes the
electron source design from the high-voltage point of view, while in section 3.5 the
generation of shortest and most stable electron pulses is addressed.
The 100-keV single-electron source was built with help of the mechanical workshop. Figure 3.3 shows a overview of the electron gun. The assembly consists of
three aluminum parts, the grounded mounting ring, the −100 kV high-voltage pot
with the gold-coated photocathode and the grounded anode element with the anode hole. These three parts are electrically separated from each other by insulating
polyimide posts.
For the design of the electron source some high-voltage considerations have to
be taken into account. First of all you only want to have a high acceleration field
between the cathode and the anode, but the field must be well below the electrical
breakdown limit of vacuum. If the electric field at some local point (also called
the hot spot [37]) is too high, arcing will occur. Electrons are emitted from the
surface, accelerated to a grounded part and at a sufficiently high energy positive
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Figure 3.3: Design of the 100-keV electron source. Electrons are generated by femtosecond photoemission at the gold coated photocathode and then accelerated
towards the grounded anode. For further details, see the text.
ions are their released [39]. The ions are flying back to the hot spot and increase the
emission of electrons. An avalanche effect occurs, leading eventually to breakdown.
The voltage applied to the high-voltage pot drops and a current is flowing through
the generated conducting path. By monitoring the applied voltage, current and
pressure you have a experimental feedback. It is also important that you design
a good grounding concept, so that in case of a breakdown, most of the energy is
discharged through a well-grounded cable; if not, this can severely damage other
laboratory-equipment. The breakdown limit depends on the pressure p and the
distance d between the high-voltage part and a grounded surface, which is described
by Paschen’s law [40]. For low pressures in the high-vacuum regime the breakdown
limit for a distance d = 25 mm was experimentally determined to 16 kV /mm [37].
Note that this experiments were done under perfect conditions with very clean and
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microscopically flat surfaces. In our case we have a acceleration field of ∼ 4 kV /mm
that is well below this limit.
If the metal-surfaces in the electron source are not flat but curved, the conditions
change dramatically. Sharp edges or whiskers lead to field enhancement and field
emission can already occur at much lower voltages. Because of the locally high field
strength, the whiskers are heating up and can evaporate. The pressure will rise and
the probability that the residual gas gets ionized is increased. Therefore clean and
microscopically flat surfaces are desired for such high-voltage applications.
Furthermore, a current can flow along the surface of insulators, a breakdown called
surface flashover [41]. Surface flashover of insulators is initiated by the emission of
electrons from a triple junction, i.e. the point where metal, insulator, and vacuum
meet. Electrons travel on the insulator surface, causing desorption of gas that has
been adsorbed. The gas is ionized, finally leading to surface flashover. Especially
when the electric field lines are parallel to the insulator surface, the emitted electrons
can gain a high enough energy to cause flashover [20, 42]. In [42], it is claimed that
a gradient of ≤ 3 kV /cm parallel to insulator surfaces is sufficient to avoid such
breakdowns.
To fulfill these high-voltage requirements, we designed the 100-keV electron-source
with COMSOL-Multiphysics, a simulation tool that is based on the finite-elementmethod. Fig. 3.4 shows the electric field of the resulting optimized geometry in
the cathode-anode region (two-dimensional cut). Electrons are generated at the
cathode (position 0/0) by photoemission and accelerated on the symmetry axis to
the anode hole. The shape of the anode/cathode is the result of a trade-off between
a high acceleration field on the symmetry axis and a safe distance and safe degree of
curvature to prevent electrical breakdown. The distance between the cathode and
anode is set to d = 25 mm, resulting in an acceleration field of Eacc ≈ 4 kV /mm for
a potential difference of ∆V = 100 kV as shown in figure 3.5. According to particle
tracking simulations, an anode hole diameter of 8 mm is large enough for the entire
electron beam to exit the electron source; this is important in the single-electron
regime [43].
All metal surfaces in the electron source are mechanically and electro-chemically
polished to provide smooth surfaces. The metal parts are made of aluminum. Aluminum is normally not the first choice for high voltage applications because its
surface is rapidly attacked by oxygen that results in an insulating oxide layer [44].
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Figure 3.4: Dimensions and electric field in the cathode-anode region. The potential difference between the anode and cathode is set to ∆V = 100 kV .
The electric field distribution was calculated with Comsol-Multiphysics. For
further details, see text.
Nevertheless we chose aluminum because it is easy to machine and has a low weight
compared to, e.g., copper. In our design of the electron source, copper would have
been too heavy to be supported by the insulating posts. To overcome the problem
of oxidation, the surface of the high voltage pot facing the anode disk is coated with
a gold layer.
The insulating post separating the high voltage parts are made of Tecasint 2011,
a polyimide material from the company Ensinger Sintimid. It has a sufficiently high
dielectric strength of D = 21.8 kV /mm [45]. The posts have a length of 178.5 mm
and are oriented such that the electric field lines are not parallel to their surface.
The substrate for the photocathode itself is a transparent 1-mm thick sapphire
plate with a diameter of 12.7 mm. The substrate fits tightly in a clearance in the
high voltage pot and is fixed with very little amount of silver paste. The high voltage
pot together with the sapphire substrate is then coated with a 20 nm gold layer.
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Figure 3.5: Electric field on the symmetry axis of the electron source. The position
of the cathode is at 0 mm, the anode hole at 25 mm. The potential difference
∆V between the cathode and anode is set to ∆V = 100 kV .
The coating of the entire cathode surface facing the anode disk provides a very
smooth surface avoiding any inhomogeneities at the point where the sapphire meets
the aluminum surface. Furthermore you avoid the problem of electrically connecting
the thin 20-nm layer on the sapphire to the high voltage.
The high-voltage pot is screwed in a holding ring (see Fig. 3.3) and can be taken
out of the vacuum system by only opening a single CF160 flange. With a specially
designed mechanical tool it can be removed conveniently so that it is not necessary
to dismantle the electron source completely for exchanging the photocathode. By
having a second high-voltage pot with a photocathode prepared, you can exchange
them pretty fast, reducing service time from hours to minutes. The whole electron
source is mounted on a CF300 flange and can also be accessed easily with accordant
mechanics. Figure 3.6 shows a picture of the mounted electron source ready to be
put into the vacuum chamber.
The high-voltage pot is connected to a high-precision high-voltage power supply
(PNChp+150000-1neg, Heinzinger electronic GmbH) having an output ranging from
0 to −150 kV with a stability ≤ 0.0005%Vnom [46] and a maximum current of 1 mA.
The high-voltage coaxial cable (HVC150 2121, Essex) enters the electron-source
vacuum chamber via a feedthrough that was designed together with the company
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Figure 3.6: Picture of the mounted electron source ready to put in the vacuum
chamber.
Friatec. The feedthrough is electrically insulated by a ceramic (Frialit F99,7) with
a total length of 530 mm (284 mm on the vacuum side and accordingly 246 mm
outside the vacuum chamber) which is sufficient enough to avoid breakdown.
Even with polished metal surfaces it is not possible to apply the −100 kV to the
electron source by just turning a switch. You have to carefully remove remaining
whiskers by controlled breakdowns. This is called conditioning of the electron source.
The voltage is gradually ramped until a breakdown occurs, then quickly lowered and
slowly increased again. With this method, whiskers are evaporated in a controlled
way due to heating and the surface gets gradually smoothed. It is crucial that the
voltage is lowered in case of a breakdown so that no conduction path can build up
that would increase the surface roughness. For a new cathode, the conditioning to
−100 kV takes typically 2 days.

3.2 Electron detector
For the detection of electrons, a CMOS camera (TVIPS TemCam-F416 special camera system, Tietz Video and Image Processing Systems GmbH) based on a fiberoptically coupled special low electron energy scintillator is used. The camera has a
64 mm × 64 mm field of view with a resolution of 4096 × 4096 pixels. The corre-
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sponding pixel size is 15.6 µm × 15.6 µm and each pixel is read out with a 16-bit
dynamic range [47]. The detector is sensitive to single electrons and can be cooled
to 273 K to reduce thermal noise. The exposure time of the camera can be set from
100 ms to 30 s.
A single electron which impinges on the scintillator generates there a certain
number of photons, of which a portion is passed through the fiber to the CMOS
chip. The chip provides for each pixel a photodiode connected to a capacitor that is
charged to a bias at the beginning of the exposure. During exposure, the capacitor
is then discharged by a certain amount depending on the incident photon flux [24,
48]. After the image acquisition, all capacitor voltages are read out, resulting in a
number of intensity-counts for each pixel. Due to reading out an entire row of pixels
simultaneously [49], the readout time of the whole chip lasts only 0.9 s [47].
For a single-electron diffraction experiment it is important to know how much
total intensity-counts one electron gives. This has to be determined experimentally.
The detected intensity I is given by
I(E) = α(E) · N,

(3.1)

where N is the number of incident electrons per exposure time and α is a sensitivity
function that depends on the electron energy. Electrons with higher energy are
generating more photons at the scintillator. So it is necessary to identify α for all
desired acceleration voltages.
Therefore we recorded the not-diffracted unfocused electron beam at different energies. To detect single electrons independently from each other, you have to set
the intensity of the beam very low so that electrons do not overlap on the screen.
Figure 3.7(a) shows such a recorded image section. The image is background- and
flatfield-corrected. A detailed discussion about the noise of the camera and the correction can be found in [24, 48]. For the evaluation of α we recorded 50 such pictures
with a 1-s exposure time for each acceleration voltage and counted for every picture
the camera counts caused by a single electron. Since an electron generates several
photons at the scintillator that are emitted into all directions, a single electron will
not only illuminate one but multiple pixels. This count distribution across adjoining
pixels is called point spread function (PSF) of the detector [25]. For this camera
system, this width was determined by Kirchner to σP SF = 0.806 ± 0.004 pixels [25]
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(standard deviation). Hence we evaluated not only one pixel per electron but a area
with at least a side length of 6σP SF around the brightest pixels (see Fig. 3.7(b)). To
separate real electron counts from noise and defect pixels we only evaluated areas
where at least 3 neighboring pixels reach a threshold of
q

Ith = 3 σt2 + σr2 ≈ 15 counts.

(3.2)

σt = (4.4 ± 0.8) counts is the width of the thermal noise and σr = (0.8 ± 0.2) counts
the width of the read-out noise. This values were determined by Urban [48].
50
Intensity [counts]
0

(a) Image section 300 x 300 pixels

(b) Image section 6 x 6 pixels

Figure 3.7: (a) Camera image section to measure the intensity-counts one single
electron causes. The intensity of the beam is set very low so that the electrons
do not overlap on the screen. The electron energy in this case was 100 keV
and the exposure time of the camera 1 s. (b) Pixel area that achieves the
requirements for the evaluation.
From all areas that achieve those requirements on all 50 pictures the integrated
intensity is then calculated. Then we changed the acceleration voltage, set the
intensity accordingly that electrons do not overlap on the screen and repeated the
procedure.
Unfortunately it was only possible to measure the counts per electron with this
method above an electron energy of 70 keV . For lower energies the single-electrons
did not provide enough counts to separate them reasonable from the background
noise. To measure the counts per electron below 70 keV we generated an electron
beam with a constant number of electrons and recorded for different acceleration
voltages the intensity on the screen. With equation 3.1 now each intensity is con-
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verted to counts per electron. This measurement was done together with bachelor
student Theresia Urban. You will find a further discussion also in her thesis [48].
Fig. 3.8 shows the combined results, for electron energies ranging from 35 keV
to 100 keV . The curve is not linear with the electron energy but seems to saturate
at higher acceleration voltages. This non-linearity comes mainly from the nonproportional response of the scintillator and is heavily discussed in the literature [50–
52]. For the here conducted diffraction experiments, it is sufficient to know that a
significant amount of digital counts is generated per electron at all relevant energies.
The detector’s quantum efficiency is close to 100%.
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Figure 3.8: Measured intensity-counts a single-electron causes at different electron
energies at a exposure time of 1 s.

3.3 Magnetic lenses for steering and focusing the
electron beam
Due to the divergence of the electron beam, the beam-size on the sample equals
several millimeters and is therefore not suitable for electron diffraction. In order to
reach a good spatial resolution, the beam has to be focused. The focusing of charged
particle beams at non-relativistic energies is commonly achieved by using magnetic
solenoid lenses.
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A charged particle interacts with the magnetic field B of the solenoid through the
Lorentz force
~
F~ = q(~v × B),

(3.3)

with ~v the velocity and q the charge of the particle. Electrons traveling on the
symmetry axis will not feel any field, but electrons traveling off axis are forced on a
helical path around the axis. Those electrons are accelerated towards the symmetry
axis, causing the desired focusing effect [53]. The focal length f for a solenoid lens
(with l  f ) is [53, 54]
f≈R

4
8mU
R
,
≈
q Bz2 dz
dz(qBz /mvz )2

(3.4)

with m the particle’s mass, vz the particle’s longitudinal velocity and U the kinetic energy. Bz is the longitudinal magnetic field on the symmetry axis and is directly proportional to the number of windings N and the current I flowing through
them [55]. The focal length f depends therefore on the acceleration voltage and the
coil current I and can thus easily be tuned by changing I.
To focus the 100-keV electron beam, a solenoid (AccTec BV) with 353 windings
is used; the inner diameter equals 85 mm and the length is 60 mm. In contrast to
the UED1 experiment [24, 25], we decided to place the lens outside of the vacuum
system. This allows a much easier design of the required water cooling for heat
removal and mechanically more stable holders can be constructed. For avoiding any
inhomogeneities in the magnetic field, the vacuum tube inside the solenoid is made of
Titanium. To focus electrons with an energy of 100 keV onto the sample, a current
of I = 6.53 A has to be applied (distance middle of the lens-sample ∼ 570 mm);
assuming that the magnetic field outside the lens disappears quickly, this gives a
magnetic field in the lens of about Bz ≈ 12 mT (cf. equation 3.4). The power in
the lens equals roughly 34 W .
Furthermore the electron optics setup consists of a pair of deflection coils placed
several cm away from the focusing solenoid (see fig. 3.9). This allows to steer the
electron beam both horizontally and vertically over the whole range of the electron
detector, which can be useful during alignment. We note, however, that for reaching
the shortest electron pulse durations the use of such deflection coils shall be avoided,
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Figure 3.9: Electron optics setup. The electron beam can be focused by a solenoid
magnetic lens and steered with two deflection coils. The electron optics are
placed outside the vacuum system and can be aligned independently.
because they can produce temporal distortions (see chapter 3.4) and can also change
the beam profile.
The solenoid as well as the deflection coils are mounted on flexible post that
can be adjusted in all directions (tilt and displacement). This is very important
for alignment; see chapter 3.4. The constant current for the coils is provided by
stabilized power supplies (PSM-2010, GWInstek).

3.4 Alignment of magnetic solenoid lenses for
minimizing temporal distortions
This chapter is also published in Journal of Optics, Vol. 16, No. 7, June 11, 2014 [56].
I specially want to thank Deividas Sabonis from the Department of Quantum Electronics at the Vilnius University in Lithuania, who was a summer student at this
time and helping with the experiments.

Abstract: An ubiquitous focusing element for charged particles is the magnetic
solenoid lens. For the case of ultrashort electron pulses, we show here that misalignment of the lens, i.e. displacement or tilt, causes significant temporal aberrations on
a femtosecond time scale. Pulse-lengthening is only minimized if the beam travels on
the symmetry axis. We present an experimental procedure with periodic reversal of
the magnetic field for aligning position and tilt with sufficient precision for reducing
the aberrations to less than one femtosecond. This method will be instrumental for
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advancing ultrafast electron microscopy and diffraction to ultimate temporal resolutions.

The guiding of charged particles in electron microscopes, diffraction apparatuses,
focused ion beams, storage rings, or accelerators is largely based on solenoid lenses,
or more generally, inhomogeneous magnetic fields with a radial symmetry. In these
devices, the beam travels along the symmetry axis and focusing is caused by the
Lorenz force that charged particles feel in the inhomogeneous fields. Besides focusing, this mechanism is typically accompanied by a rotation of the beam around the
symmetry axis.
In electron microscopy, spherical and chromatic aberrations are among the most
essential effects limiting the spatial resolution, and a lot of effort is made to minimize
or compensate these lens distortions [57]. The recent advance of electron microscopy
and diffraction to the femtosecond domain [58, 59] makes it necessary to consider
also the temporal aberrations of the imaging system. An earlier report from our
laboratory [60] indicated that femtosecond electron pulses can lengthen significantly
in time when passing through a solenoid lens. It was found that the effective distortions can amount to tens or hundreds of femtoseconds, depending on the focal
distance, beam size and divergence. An “isochronic” magnification condition was
identified that produces the shortest possible electron pulses at a practical distance
for diffraction or microscopy [60].
Here we consider an additional type of temporal distortion, namely imperfections
of the lens alignment. The experimental setup is shown in figure 3.10. The typical
electron source in pump-probe diffraction and ultrafast microscopy consists of a
photoelectric emitter pumped by a focused femtosecond laser. The emitter can
be a thin metal layer [61] like in the experiments reported here, or alternatively
an LaB6 cathode [58], a cold gas [62–64] or a sharp metallic tip [65, 66]. In all
cases, acceleration to energies of typically 30 − 300 keV , which provides a suitable
de Broglie wavelength for diffraction or microscopy, is achieved with electrostatic
fields.
Generally, the electron beam of such sources is divergent: First, the photoelectrons have some initial transverse velocity spread, second, the anode hole or other
field inhomogeneities act as an electrostatic lens that is typically defocusing, and
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third, multiple electrons repel each other, causing temporal and lateral dispersion
by space charge forces (Boersch effect). In 4D microscopy [67] and single-electron
diffraction [21], only one or a few electrons are generated at a time [33]. Space charge
becomes irrelevant, but the statistics of photoemission and electrostatic effects nevertheless produce a divergent beam and pulses of ultrashort but finite duration [21].
Pulses that are shorter than the duration of photoemission [26] can be generated
using time-dependent compression in microwave fields [28] or light gratings [6]. Electron pulses in the few-femtosecond regime are predicted with simulations and first
steps have been undertaken [26]; experimental characterization and pulse length
measurement is achievable using field-induced streaking with laser pulses [68].
When few-femtosecond or even shorter electron pulses will eventually be achieved
in practice, beam transport, focusing and imaging should not distort these ultrashort
pulse durations. At least one and typically several solenoid lenses are unavoidable
for time-resolved electron microscopy or diffraction for beam collimation and imaging. In practice, it is not typically controlled that the rotational symmetry axis
of the magnetic field coincides well with the pulsed electron beam. Sometimes, a
displacement of the magnetic lens is used on purpose to steer the electron beam in
space. While these residual or intentional misalignments generally do not significantly distort the beam profile and coherence in diffraction applications [61], it is
not a priori clear what the possible influences to the pulse duration could be.
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This letter has two parts. First we present a numerical investigation of the temporal distortions arising from tilted and/or displaced magnetic solenoid lenses, and
discuss the findings. Second, we explain an experimental alignment procedure allowing to precisely arrange a solenoid lens in a collinear and centered way with respect
to a given electron beam. For the example of a single-electron time-resolved diffraction beamline [33], we estimate that this procedure minimizes the alignment-induced
temporal aberrations to a level below one femtosecond. This is a general prerequisite
for eventually advancing 4D electron imaging, be it with microscopy or diffraction,
to the few-femtosecond domain of primary structural dynamics in molecules and
condensed matter or eventually to the attosecond domain of electronic motion [69].
We start with the simulations. The electron source is modeled in resemblance of
the latest tight-focusing version in our laboratory, optimized for ultrashort and coherent single-electron emission without space charge [21, 33]. The initial conditions
of the simulation’s virtual source are single-electron pulses with a beam radius of
3.5 µm (rms) and a transverse velocity spread of 140 km/s (rms) at a central energy
of 70 keV , i.e. with a divergence of about 1 mrad (rms). The emission duration,
determined by the duration of the femtosecond laser pulses applied for photoemission, and the longitudinal velocity spread are artificially set to zero, so that the
pulse duration in free propagation would be infinitely short all the time; this setting
is made in order to study the lens distortions exclusively without superimposing
the dispersive broadening caused by the longitudinal emission statistics [21], like we
did it before [60]. The magnetic lens is approximated with one single coil having a
diameter of 60 mm and a distance from the virtual source of 17 cm. The electrical
current and hence the focal distance are chosen such that an “isochronic” condition,
i.e. coincidence of the spatial and temporal focus, occurs at a distance of 31 cm
after the coil. This corresponds to a magnification of 1.8 : 1, which is close to the
magnification of about two predicted analytically [60].
Figure 3.11 shows the results. The upper panel in figure 3.11(a) depicts the evolution of the beam diameter during propagation and shows a focus at z ≈ 48 cm
after the source. The resulting spatial focus size does not change noticeably with
misalignment of about 1◦ and 1 mm. In contrast, the lower panel in figure 3.11(b)
shows the evolution of the pulse duration for the perfectly oriented lens (blue), for
a tilt of 0.05◦ (violet) and for 0.1◦ (red). Already such small angles start making
the temporal focus disappear. A more systematic evaluation is shown in figure 3.12.
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For different tilt angles between 0◦ and 2◦ , the pulse duration at the spatial focus
is plotted on a color scale while varying the two displacements along the x and y
axis. A tilt of 1◦ or a displacement of 1 mm (2% of the lens diameter) is already
sufficient to broaden the electron pulses by about 50 f s (full width at half maximum). Interestingly, there are conditions in which the angular misalignment and
the lateral displacement can partially compensate each other. However, these minima are a little larger than the minimum without any tilt and also difficult to find
experimentally. The lowest distortions and tidiest conditions are achieved if the lens
is simultaneously aligned perpendicular and central to the electron beam.
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Figure 3.11: Interplay of spatial and temporal focusing in a solenoid lens. (a) The
electron beam from the femtosecond source is divergent and a magnetic lens is
used for refocusing onto a diffraction sample (dotted). The beam diameter (full
width at half maximum) first increases and subsequently decreases. (b) The
evolution of the temporal distortions (full width at half maximum) depends on
the misalignment in the lens. For perfect alignment (blue), there is a temporal
focus at the same location as the spatial focus. If the lens is tilted (violet and
red), the pulses become longer due to temporal distortions.
Hence we here, in the second part of this letter, describe an experimental procedure for aligning a solenoid lens around a given electron beam. The concept is based
on a reversal in current in combination with lateral displacement scans; this idea
was inspired by an earlier report in 1964 using rotation reversal [70]. Basically, if
the B-field of a perfectly aligned magnetic lens is reversed, symmetry requires that
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Figure 3.12: Temporal distortions (full width at half maximum) of a magnetic
solenoid lens caused by combinations of tilt and displacement. For further
details see the text.

there is no change in beam displacement on a distant screen. This, however, changes
with misalignment, offering the necessary feedback for an alignment technique.
The experiment consists of a single-electron source based on photoelectric emission
and electrostatic acceleration to 70 keV in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of
about 10−9 mbar. For simplicity, we use the ultraviolet light from a deuterium
lamp for electron generation instead of the femtosecond laser. This generates an
electron beam of somewhat lower emittance, but the beam quality is still sufficient
for the alignment procedure. The solenoid (AccTec BV) consists of 353 windings
and is placed around a vacuum tube with the beam inside. The inner diameter is
85 mm and the length is 60 mm; water-cooling is applied for heat removal. The
in-and-outgoing wires are guided closely and in parallel to each other, in order to
cancel their fields. The solenoid can be displaced along x and y using mechanical
translation stages. Tilts around the x and y axis are achieved by letting the whole
assembly stand on the optical table with three posts of adjustable height. We
note that instead of mechanically moving the solenoid, we could have also used a
set of bending magnets for aligning the beam with respect to a mechanically fixed
lens. This was avoided for simplicity, but might be a more practical approach for
rigidly constructed electron microscopes or for particle accelerators with heavy lens
assemblies.
The constant current for the solenoid’s magnetic field is provided by a stabilized
power supply (PSM-2010, GWInstek). The periodic field reversal is achieved by an
electronic switching circuit based on metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (IRF9540 and BUZ11), which are well capable of handling the typical power
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in our lenses (20 − 100 W ). The current is reversed at a repetition rate of about
5 Hz. A varistor circuit is applied to get rid of the magnetic field energy (up to 1 J)
at each current reversal. At a distance of 127 cm after the lens, the electron beam
is recorded with a phosphor screen and a high-resolution camera (TemCam-F416,
TVIPS GmbH) at a readout rate of 1 Hz. We hence observe two spots on each
image, one for each sign of the field. The alignment procedure consists of these five
steps:
1. We switch off the current in the lens and note the position of the unfocused
electron beam on the screen. We call this the center position.
2. We set the lens to the desired focus strength and activate the reversal circuit;
two spots appear. We shift the lens along x in several steps; the two spots
move along two approximately linear trajectories (see figure 3.13(a)).
3. By using the two displacements along x and y in combination, we can make
the two spots coincide. Movement forth and back along x now produces the
cross-like pattern with an overlap region shown in figure 3.13(b).
4. Typically, this overlap position of the two beams is not at the center position
noted in step 1. We increase ϕx by some small amount and repeat steps 2-3.
The new crossing point is now either closer or farther from the center position.
If closer, we continue with increasing ϕx , if more distant we reduce it. By using
ϕx and ϕy and each time repeating steps 2-3 we can direct the crossing point
to the center position.
5. Movement forth and back along x now produces the cross pattern shown in
figure 3.13(c), having the crossing point at the center position. The lens is
now aligned.
With some skill, it takes about 15 min to achieve convergence, depending on
the desired accuracy of determining the beam centers. Effectively, the procedure
leads to a unique condition in which the electron beam travels in the center and
perpendicularly to the magnetic field’s rotational symmetry. At these conditions, as
shown above, the temporal distortions are minimal.
In order to estimate the accuracy that we can expect, we invoke the simulations again. We find that the beam position on the screen, i.e. the measured
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Figure 3.13: Experimental results of the here demonstrated procedure for lens
alignment. The magnetic field is periodically reversed and two separate spots
are observed on a screen if the integration time is long enough. Each displayed
picture is an overlay of six exposures differing by small displacements of the
lens. (a) The magnetic lens is totally misaligned. (b) Intermediate stage
during alignment. (c) The lens is aligned and the two spots overlap centrally
on the beam axis. Temporal distortions are minimized to a sub-femtosecond
level.

spot’s distance from the optical axis, scales approximately linear with the amount
of misalignment. The slope between the screen position and the tilt angle is about
21 mm/deg. The slope between the screen position and the lens displacement is
about 11 mm/mm. The accuracy with which we can determine the beam’s center
on the screen is about two or three pixels, i.e. about 40 µm. We hence obtain an
expected accuracy of about 0.002◦ for the tilt and about 4 µm for the lens displacement. This, of course, requires good enough mechanics to realize in practice.
At the sample (31 cm after the lens), the temporal aberrations are found to also
scale about linearly with the tilt angle and with the lens displacement, respectively.
The slope between the temporal distortions and the tilt angle is about 44 f s/deg.
The slope between the distortions and the lens displacement is about 47 f s/mm.
For the above estimated accuracy of lens adjustment, the associated temporal distortions are therefore 0.1 f s and 0.2 f s, respectively. This result shows that a proper
lens design and alignment allows for steering and imaging the few-femtosecond and
eventually attosecond electron pulses that may be generated sometimes [43].
It seems that our alignment technique could generally work with any magnetostatic fields of rotational symmetry, for example magnets with pole pieces in an
electron microscope, provided that field reversal leads to different trajectories that
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are discernible on a screen. We also predict that our procedure will be useful for
aligning the microwave cavities recently used to compress ultrashort electron pulses
in time [26, 28, 71–73]. In these time-dependent elements, the transient magnetic
fields have a rotational component caused by the longitudinal displacement current. Although the (de-) focusing mechanism is different from the magneto-static
case [74], a change of sign (by a 180◦ change of phase) will nevertheless lead to a
change in beam propagation in case of misalignment, offering the opportunity to use
the here described procedure for optimization. However, a precise laser-microwave
synchronization is required [75, 76].
We conclude with an outlook. In optics, the production of extremely short laser
pulses was only possible by extensively characterizing and compensating numerous
types of spatio-temporal and chromatic distortions, including higher-order chirp and
chirp-transfer in nonlinear interactions [77], pulse front tilt [78] and carrier-envelope
phase [79], among others. The combined optimization of everything has been essential for reaching the few-femtosecond and attosecond regimes of optics. The same
effort is probably required for letting electron pulses catch up, for advancing fourdimensional electron microscopy and diffraction into the regime of few-femtosecond
dynamic and below. The here reported findings on the temporal distortions of
charged-particle lenses and the experimental procedure for alignment should help
coming along towards that goal.

3.5 Femtosecond single-electron pulses generated by
two-photon photoemission close to the work
function
This chapter is also submitted to New Journal of Physics [80] and currently in
review.
I want to thank Lamia Kasmi, who was a master student in our laboratory at this
time and helped including and aligning the nonlinear optical parametric amplifier
(NOPA) in our apparatus [81].
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Abstract: Diffraction and microscopy with ultrashort electron pulses can reveal
atomic-scale motion during matter transformations. However, the spatiotemporal
resolution is significantly limited by the achievable quality of the electron source.
Here we report on the emission of femtosecond single/few-electron pulses from a
flat metal surface via two-photon photoemission at 50 − 100 kHz. As pump we
use wavelength-tunable visible 40 f s pulses from a noncollinear optical parametric
amplifier pumped by a picosecond thin-disk laser. We demonstrate the beneficial
influence of photon energies close to the photocathode’s work function for the coherence and duration of the electron pulses. The source’s stability approaches the
shot noise limit after removing second-order correlation with the driving laser power.
Two-photon photoemission offers genuine advantages in minimizing emission duration and effective source size directly at the location of photoemission. It produces
an unprecedented combination of coherent, ultrashort and ultrastable single/fewelectron wave packets for time-resolving structural dynamics.
Introduction: The direct visualization of atomic motion in space and time in
pump-probe diffraction requires a probing wavelength shorter than atomic distances;
in addition, the pulse duration should be shorter than the fastest dynamics of interest, i.e. tens to hundreds of femtoseconds. Pump-probe electron microscopy and
diffraction [43, 58, 59, 82] offer these capabilities, evident in a large range of recent
discoveries, for example in the fields of condensed-matter physics [27, 83–85], chemistry [86–89] or surface science [90, 91]. On the one hand, time-resolved electron
diffraction with brightest/densest electron packets [92] aims for single-shot imaging of macromolecular dynamics at hundreds-of-femtosecond resolution [8]; this requires compensation of space charge broadening with microwave-based compression
or streaking techniques [71, 93, 94]. The finally achievable pulse duration and degree of coherence are limited by the irreversible parts of these Coulomb interactions.
On the other hand, single-electron pulses [21, 22] avoid space charge effects entirely
and, when combined with dispersion control [26], potentially offer few-femtosecond
resolution and below, according to simulations [6, 28–30]. This may come at the
cost of sample restrictions [8], but pump-probe diffraction with single electrons was
recently achieved on graphite, suggesting this concept’s feasibility at least in the
regime of reversible condensed-matter dynamics [23].
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In the absence of space charge, the decisive matter becomes the shape and size
of the initial phase space after electron generation by femtosecond photoemission.
All subsequent beam manipulations, for example with magnetic lenses or temporal
compression, cannot practically reduce the initial phase space volume. The physics
of photoemission hence determines the best achievable compromises at target, for
example between pulse duration and monochromaticity [76], between coherence and
beam size [61] and between divergence and temporal distortions [60], among others [33]. A fundamental study and optimization of photoemission in the femtosecond
regime is therefore essential for advancing ultrafast imaging with electrons towards
novel resolution regimes.
Here we investigate the use of two-photon photoemission instead of the commonly
applied one-photon process for the ultrafast emission of diffraction-capable singleelectron and few-electron pulses, generated at high repetition rate. We show that
electron dispersion, incoherence and temporal distortions are all minimized simultaneously at photon energies approaching half of the photoemitter’s work function. In
addition, experimental optimization of emittance and emission duration becomes extremely simple in the two-photon regime, as a consequence of the nonlinear coupling
between the optical pulses’ peak intensity and the resulting current of femtosecond
electrons.
Femtosecond photoemission: Ultrashort single-electron pulses are usually produced from flat metal photocathodes via photoelectric emission driven by femtosecond optical pulses at an ultraviolet wavelength[33]. While this scheme is practical
and very stable [23], the energy spread of photoelectrons is typically much larger
(hundreds of meV) than that of the driving laser pulses (tens of meV) [26, 68]. This
causes dispersive broadening of single-electron wave packets during acceleration and
propagation [68]. After a wave packet compressor [26, 28, 29], the achievable pulse
duration is directly affected by the time-bandwidth product before the compressor [33]; a minimized longitudinal emittance is therefore essential for ultimate pulse
durations in the few-femtosecond and maybe attosecond regimes [43]. Also, the
initial electron beam typically shows significantly more transverse momentum than
the generating laser pulses. This causes the electron beam to diverge and reduces
the ratio of transverse coherence to beam diameter at the diffraction target, limiting
the ability to resolve the larger unit cells of complex materials [61].
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A main reason for these two types of phase space broadening during photoemission is mismatch between the laser’s photon energy and the cathode material’s work
function [21] in combination with imperfections of the emitter material. In a simplified picture, the laser photons are absorbed in the metal and produce charge carriers
that travel towards the surface. This, however, involves dephasing and scattering
from impurities [95, 96], homogenizing the electron energy spectrum and directions
over all available phase space. Ejection into free space occurs for such carriers, or
parts of their wave function, that have enough energy exceeding the material’s work
function. In the single-electron regime, the emitted wave packet hence covers all the
energetically available phase space continuously [21]; simply speaking, the laser’s
temporal and spatial coherence are lost in the photoemission process. The lower
the difference between work function and photon energy, the lower is the increase of
emittance when converting photons to electrons using photoemission from realistic
metal surfaces.
In summary, there are three conditions for optimizing a photoemission-based femtosecond single-electron source. First, the photon energy should be close to the work
function for avoiding excess bandwidth [21]. Second, the photoemission time, i.e.
laser pulse width, should be optimized as a compromise between shortest duration
and smallest bandwidth, using Fourier-limited optical pulses [21, 26]. Third, the
area and angular spread of the photoemission process should be minimized for maximizing transverse coherence [61].
Two-photon photoemission: These three conditions are difficult to realize in
an experiment. First, production of ultrashort and wavelength-tunable laser pulses
is challenging in the ultraviolet [97–99], especially for high repetition rates in the
hundreds-of-kHz regime. Second, minimizing the duration of photoemission requires
chirp compensation at the location of the photocathode, i.e. in a vacuum environment, where optical pulse metrology is difficult. Characterizing the electron pulses
themselves using laser-based streaking [61] or ponderomotive scattering [100, 101] is
not routinely applicable in many laboratories. Third, minimizing the emission area
to µm-sized diameters [23] is also difficult, because time-consuming waist scans with
a well-aligned magnetic lens system [56] are required for a precise determination [61].
These practical difficulties with conventional photoemission sources motivated the
present research and application of a two-photon process for electron emission. Such
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an approach was briefly mentioned earlier [23, 59, 102, 103], but neither details were
given nor were tunable pulses applied. The expected advantage of two-photon photoemission is a second-order scaling between electron generation efficiency and the
optical peak intensity at the photocathode material. The shorter the duration and
the smaller the focus, the larger an electron current is measured. This simple relation should allow finding the optimum emission conditions easily in the experiment,
without resorting to temporal electron pulse characterization or waists scans.
These questions remain: What optical intensity and pulse energy is required?
How to generate the optical pulses at tunable photon energies? Are there thermal
contributions to the electron current? How stable is the current over the many hours
required for a pump-probe single-electron diffraction study [23]? Is the transverse
coherence comparable to conventionally generated beams [61]? What is the relation between photon excess energy and beam emittance? And finally, is two-photon
photoemission a practical approach for pump-probe single-electron diffraction of reversible condensed-matter dynamics? The present letter aims at answering these
questions.
Experimental setup - tunable visible NOPA pulses and electron beam
metrology: The experimental setup consists of a picosecond laser source, a frequency conversion unit, an electron source and a diffraction beamline with singleelectron area detector. The picosecond laser is a regenerative Yb:YAG thin-disk
amplifier producing 330-µJ pulses at a central wavelength of 1030 nm [36], delivering 0.8 ps pulses at optimized conditions [36] and 1.0 ps in the present experiments.
The laser’s repetition rate is tunable between 50 − 400 kHz and was set to 100 kHz,
appropriate for pump-probe single-electron diffraction [23]. The photocathode is a
20-nm gold layer on a sapphire substrate. Gold’s work function at such conditions
is about 4.3 eV [21], corresponding to an optical wavelength of 290 nm. Hence, for
two-photon photoemission, we need optical pulses that are tunable in the visible
spectral range around and below 580 nm. For generating these pulses, we apply a
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) based on an earlier design [104],
but specifically optimized for pumping with the picosecond pulses. A white-light
continuum is difficult to achieve with long pump pulses [105], but is here successfully established using a 4-mm YAG crystal pumped with pulse energies of about
7 µJ, focused using an f = 80 mm lens. Similar to earlier results [106], the con-
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tinuum smoothly covers the range 480 − 950 nm and makes an ideal seed light for
the NOPA process in a 2-mm thick type-I BBO crystal at 37◦ . The pump pulses at
344 nm are derived from the thin-disk laser by frequency-tripling in a sequence of
two group-velocity-compensating BBO crystals [104], a 0.8-mm thick type-I crystal
at 23.5◦ for second harmonic generation followed by a 1.5-mm thick type-II crystal at 62.8◦ for sum-frequency mixing. Pulses are compressed using a double-pass
through two fused-silica prisms with a 68.7◦ apex angle at a separation of ∼ 65 cm.
A dispersion-free autocorrelator [107] is applied for pulse characterization.
In this ps-driven NOPA, the ultraviolet pump pulses at 344 nm have a duration
only slightly shorter than the fundamental pulses from the thin-disk laser, about
0.6 − 1 ps. Therefore, amplification of the chirped white-light is extremely broadband; spectra with Fourier limits down to 5.3 f s could be directly generated with a
pulse energy of up to 1 µJ. This represents a factor of 150 in potential shortening
of the ps-pulses from the high-power Yb:YAG disk laser. The particular spectrum
used for photoemission experiments is shown in Fig. 3.14(a) and has a Fourier limit
of 7 f s. In order to produce longer and tunable pulses for electron emission, some
narrower parts of this spectrum are selected in the Fourier domain. To this end,
the NOPA beam is focused through the two compressor prisms onto the end mirror,
where an adjustable slit is located for filtering the spectrum; see Fig. 3.14(c). This
selects wavelength-tunable pulses of adjustable bandwidth with energies of several
nJ. Figure 3.14(b) shows the series of spectra applied for photoemission, continuously covering the spectral range of 505 − 580 nm at photon energies of 2.1 − 2.5 eV .
The slit width is chosen to select a spectral width corresponding to a Fourier limit
of ∼ 40 f s. The effective duration of the cathode’s two-photon emission process is
√
2 times shorter, about 30 f s. This is close to the optimum for generating shortest electron pulses assuming high-field electrostatic acceleration (10kV /mm) [21].
Slight adjustment of the prism compressor for each selected wavelength is sufficient
to compensate the NOPA output’s higher-order dispersion.
For electron generation, the optical beam is expanded to a full-width-at-halfmaximum diameter of ∼ 8 mm and sent into the electron source’s vacuum chamber
through a 3-mm thick fused-silica window. A f = 35 mm lens within the vacuum
environment focuses the beam onto the photocathode, a 20-nm gold layer on the far
side of a 1-mm thick sapphire substrate. The electrons are accelerated to 70 keV
with an electrostatic field of ∼ 2.8 kV /mm. The electron beam passes through an
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Figure 3.14: Performance of our NOPA system driven by picosecond pulses from
an Yb:YAG disk laser. (a) Broadband output spectrum. (b) Tunable spectra
with Fourier limits of ∼ 40 f s for tunable photoemission studies. (c) Slit
arrangement for spectral filtering in the Fourier domain.

anode hole with a diameter of 8 mm. At a distance of 1.42 m, a phosphor screen
and camera are used to record the electron beam for each optical central wavelength.

Results - Quadratic emission increase and two-photon cross section:
We first show results on two-photon photoemission using sub-ps pulses at 515 nm
produced directly via second-harmonic-generation at 50 kHz, and report on our
findings with the tunable NOPA pulses at 100 kHz later. Figure 3.15(a) shows the
number of emitted electrons per optical pulse in dependence on the applied peak
intensity. The latter is estimated from the optical pulse duration, incident power,
repetition rate, focus size and Fresnel losses of the lens and cathode substrate within
the vacuum chamber. As expected, there is a quadratic dependence of the electron
yield with pulse intensity. Less than 1 nJ of incident optical pulse energy is well
sufficient for emitting more than one electron per pulse. Thermal effects at the photocathode are therefore negligible; this is also evident from the quadratic dependence
in Fig. 3.15(a). The effective radius of the electron-emitting area is determined by
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knife-edge scans of the magnetically focused electron beam and by waist scans [61];
we obtain a full-width-at-half-maximum of ∼ 8.5 µm or ∼ 3.6 µm rms, the common
definition in ultrafast electron optics [62]. This measurement is resolution-limited
and the reported value is therefore an upper limit.
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Figure 3.15: Two-photon photoemission at 515 nm and its stability. (a) Number
of electrons per pulse obtained with varying laser pulse energy and estimated
peak intensity incident on the gold layer. The clear quadratic dependence
(dashed) demonstrates that two-photon photoemission is the predominant
process. (b) Correlation between electron yield and fundamental laser power.
The fourth-order correlation is expected from the sequence of two second-order
processes, second-harmonic generation in BBO followed by two-photon photoemission at the gold layer. (c) The residual noise is uncorrelated, 1.3% rms,
and limited by shot noise.
Results - stability: After about one hour of conditioning, the long-term degradation of the source is less than 1% per hour. On shorter time scales, some fluctuations originate from the thin-disk laser’s output noise. Figure 3.15(b) shows the
correlation between the optical power at 1030 nm and the electron yield taken every
ten seconds over a two-hour period. The correlation coefficient is ∼ 4, as expected
from the effectively fourth-order nonlinear conversion process (unsaturated secondharmonic generation followed by two-photon photoemission). Interestingly, when
removing this correlation numerically by dividing the electron yield by the fourth
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power of the measured optical power, there remains a residual, laser-independent
noise of the electron source of 1.3% rms (see Fig. 3.15c). This is a consequence of
shot noise. An average of 0.13 electrons were generated per pulse at a 50 kHz repetition rate and images were integrated for one second; hence there are 6500 electrons
per image. Assuming that the electron emission follows Poisson statistics, the shot
√
noise is about 6500/6500 ≈ 1.2%. This is very close to the measured value. We
conclude that our two-photon-driven electron source operates close to the quantumlimited regime of stability when numerically compensating for the measurable slow
drifts of the laser power.
Results - Emittance and pulse duration: We next report the results with
tunable NOPA pulses, aiming for a decrease of emittance when approaching half of
the work function. To this end we measured the direct, unfocused electron beam
radius as a function of the photoemission pump wavelength. Using the tunable
pulses of Fig. 3.14(b), we obtain the beam results shown in Fig. 3.16(b), left scale.
Immediately evident is a clear shrinkage of the beam size with decreasing photon
energy, demonstrating a reduction of emittance when less excess energy is available.
The second finding is kind of a threshold when approaching the work function; no
beam smaller than ∼ 1.8 mm radius could be generated with our system.
Before we discuss these results, we deduce from the measured beam radius y 00
on the screen the photocathode’s transverse momentum spread and emittance. We
consider a non-relativistic approximation and the geometry depicted in Fig. 3.16(a).
The optical focus size (a few µm) is negligible compared to the beam radius at
the screen, millimeters. An electron emitted with a transverse velocity component
v⊥ moves along a parabolic trajectory in the cathode-anode region (Lacc ) and later
along a linear trajectory in the drift region (Ldrif t ). The anode hole has a defocusing
effect on the electron beam that can be approximated with a focal length of f ≈ −4·
Lacc [68]. In our experiment, Lacc ≈ 25 mm, Eacc ≈ 2.8 kV /mm and Ldrif t ≈ 1.42 m.
The forward velocity after acceleration is v0 ≈ 0.47 c.
Let us calculate the relation between initial transverse velocity v⊥ and the point of
incidence y 00 at the screen in a non-relativistic approximation. In the cathode-anode
region, the acceleration is eEaccq/me . The time tacc that an electron spends in the
anode-cathode region is tacc ≈ 2me L2acc /(eEacc ), about 300 ps in our experiment.
The small variations of tacc that are caused by the initial distribution of forward
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Figure 3.16: Experimental geometry and results on wavelength-dependent electron
beam divergence. (a) Tunable femtosecond pulses from the NOPA (green)
impinge on a gold photocathode (yellow). Electrons are generated by twophoton photoemission and accelerated in an electrostatic field Eacc . After an
anode producing a defocusing lens (grey), the beam expands towards a screen.
(b) Measured electron beam size and corresponding initial transverse velocity
Slit wavelength and photon energy. A clear
spread in dependence on the excitation
decrease towards half of the work function (dashed) indicates the superior
electron beam quality obtainable with tunable NOPA pulses and two-photon
photoemission.

velocities amount to less than one picosecond and are therefore neglected. After
tacc , the position y 0 of the electron at the anode plane is y 0 ≈ v⊥ tacc . The anode
hole’s defocusing effect (f ≈ −4Lacc ) and the further beam propagation over a
distance Ldrif t can be described by ray transfer matrices. At the screen, the final
00
position y 00 and the transverse velocity v⊥
are given by
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This describes a linear relation between an electron’s incidence point on the screen
(y 00 ) and its original transverse velocity after photoemission (v⊥ ). Therefore, in
terms of distributions, the measured radial beam profile at the screen reveals the
distribution of transverse velocities at the photocathode. A measured radius of the
beam is hence directly converted to the spread of transverse velocity at the electron
emitter. The results are shown in Fig. 3.16(b) with the right-hand scale.
These results, including trend and order-of-magnitude, compare very favourably to
the one-photon data of Aidelsburger and co-workers [21]. For a photon energy close
to the work function, or here half of the work function, emittance is reduced: shorter,
more coherent and less spatiotemporally distorted electron pulses are produced. Assuming that the longitudinal velocity spread is similar to the transverse one [21], i.e.
a half-spherical initial shape of the initial phase space, sub-100-f s pulses are achievable with 10 kV /mm electrostatic acceleration [21] without requiring microwave
compression [26] and advanced synchronization [76]. More importantly, if singleelectron pulse compression is applied with time-dependent microwave fields [26],
any smaller phase space volume in the time/energy domain before compression either implies an improved monochromaticity or shorter pulses at target [26].
Transverse emittance determines the ability of electron diffraction to resolve atomic
motion within complex unit cells, because only such atoms can mutually interfere
that are not separated by significantly more than one coherence length. Nano-scale
needle emitters are ideal in that aspect, but suffer from spatiotemporal correlations
in the beam profile [65, 66] making pulse compression difficult. It is possible to apply
apertures to dense electron pulses for improving coherence, but this implies space
charge effects before the aperture that in part irreversibly reduce the ability for
temporal compression. Our two-photon source’s transverse normalized emittance
is ⊥ = c−1 σ⊥ v⊥ with σ⊥ and v⊥ as rms values [62]. Assuming that the NOPA
pulses at the optimum wavelength of 570 nm are focusable down to a full width of
5 µm (∼ 4 µm 1/e2 -radius or ∼ 2.1 µm rms) at the gold layer, similar to what is
achievable with 400-nm pulses [23], we expect an effective source size of ∼ 1.5 µm
rms and an emittance of ⊥ ≈ 0.6 nm. This is as good as our recently reported
one-photon-driven ultrafast single-electron source [23] with coherences exceeding
biomolecular dimensions [61], but here without any difficulties in reaching these values experimentally, namely without repetitive waist scans or electron pulse metrology. There are no significant spatiotemporal distortions or space-charge-induced
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emittance increases, hence we expect compressibility of the electron pulses to the
few-femtosecond, potentially attosecond regime of duration [26, 33].
Intriguing to us is the apparent threshold of transverse velocity spread when approaching half of the work function. The measured 120 km/s rms corresponds to an
energy bandwidth of 0.04 eV . This residual spread and threshold might potentially
originate from an inhomogeneous distribution of effective work functions, contributions by gold’s Fermi velocity, surface roughnesses, inhomogeneous distributions
of initial acceleration trajectories, or from the femtosecond emission duration via
the uncertainty relation. Further theoretical considerations are required here [108].
The optical pulse energy of ∼ 0.3 nJ required for emitting one electron per pulse
(see Fig. 3.15a) corresponds to ∼ 8 × 108 photons. About half of these are absorbed in gold and produce in the excited volume a density of hot charge carriers
of ∼ 1021 cm−3 ; this is significant as compared to the metal’s basic charge density. Nevertheless, our results show that the corresponding screening and scattering
processes during femtosecond photoemission are insignificant for the emittance and
energy distribution of two-photon emitted single electrons.
Conclusion: In conclusion, an optimized noncollinear parametric amplifier produces energetic pulses with a 7 f s Fourier limit even with ps-long pump pulses. More
narrowband tunable pulses are generated by limiting the spectrum in the Fourier
plane of the prism compressor. For generating femtosecond electron pulses, twophoton photoemission is found superior to the one-photon emission process used so
far in our laboratory [43]. The practical advantages are an easy optimization of
optical pulse duration and focus diameter directly at the site of electron generation
within the vacuum system. Temporal electron pulse metrology and waists scans can
be avoided. In addition, the experiment becomes significantly simpler. First, one
optical frequency conversion stage is replaced by a bandwidth-free process in situ at
the photocathode. Second, the optical pulses can be longer, since the duration of
√
electron emission is intrinsically reduced by about 2. Third, the effective emission
area is by a factor of two smaller than the optical focus, alleviating the need for
high-quality UV optics within the vacuum system. Fourth, the direct correlation
of electron yield to laser power drifts without thermal contributions or saturation
effects can effectively provide a short-term and long-term stability approaching the
shot noise limit, without particular efforts for laser stabilization.
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The general results, namely that the transverse momentum spread with twophoton photoemission is similar to that of single-photon emission at twice the photon energy, and that emittance decreases towards half of the work function with an
evident threshold, should contribute to better understanding photoemission in general, for the benefit of a wide range of applications including particle acceleration,
electron microscopy or quantum optics with electrons.

3.6 Sample chamber
For electron-diffraction experiments, it is essential that the samples can be properly positioned with respect to the incident electron beam in order to fulfill the
Bragg-condition. The heart of the sample chamber is a non-magnetic six-axis sample positioning system (SmarPod) that was developed together with the company
SmarAct GmbH. The SmarPod is constructed similar to a hexapod and allows motion in all six degrees of freedom (three translational x, y, z and three rotational
θx , θy , θz ). The travel range for x, y is 42 mm, for the vertical dimension z it is
24 mm, for the tilt θx , θy it is 20◦ and for the rotation θz it is 360◦ ; to obtain the
rotation around the full axis of z, the hexapod is combined with an additional rotary
table (SR-5714-S-UHVT-NM). All axes are controlled by piezoelectric motors and
the resolution of the system equals about 1 nm. We know from our first-generation
apparatus UED1 [25] that it is crucial to have no magnetic parts near the electron
beamline, and especially no moving magnetic parts. Therefore all components used
in the SmarPod are made of non-magnetic materials and the movement is provided
by piezoelectric motors.
The sample chamber has a diameter of 406 mm and the floor consists of a M6
thread pattern similar to optical tables to easily attach, e.g., mirrors or diagnostics.
Fig. 3.17 shows a top-view of the chamber with the lid removed. The chamber has
several ports to connect various equipment and appropriate windows to excite the
specimen.
The top lid has two viewports, in order to provide visible access to the sample
and the possibility to excite the sample with tilted pulses for grazing-incidence
diffraction geometry (see chapter 3.7). To one viewport, a CMOS-camera (digital
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Figure 3.17: Top view of the sample chamber with the lid removed. Furthermore
the beam paths for sample excitation in electron transmission geometry (cf.
chapter 3.7) are illustrated.
high resolution camera DHHV3151UC-ML, Daheng) combined with a macro lens
(Tamron AF 180mm Nikon F/3.5 SP Di LD IF 1:1 Macro) for 1:1 imaging of the
sample is attached. The sensor has a size of 6.4 mm × 4.8 mm and a resolution of
2048 × 1536 pixels with a corresponding pixel size of 3.2 µm × 3.2 µm [109]. This
allows a high-resolution close-up view of the sample, which is very useful for, e.g.,
finding the spatial overlap between the laser and the electron beam (see chapter 4.5).

3.7 Concepts for sample excitation
In a time-resolved electron diffraction experiment, you have two possibilities to place
the sample to the electron beam, i.e. in transmission or grazing-incidence geometry, as shown in figure 3.18. In transmission geometry (3.18(a)), you have to use
very thin samples to assure that enough electrons pass through them to produce a
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diffraction image. The penetration depth of electrons depends on their energy, hence
a high acceleration voltage is useful (cf. chapter 1). For energies of 100 keV the
sample thickness can be of the order of 100 nm, making sample preparation less time
consuming and challenging than for lower electron energies. In grazing-incidence geometry, the electron beam impinges on the sample at very small incident angles (see
fig. 3.18(b)), typically 1−5◦ . Bulk samples can be studied in this way. This method,
however, is very sensitive to the sample surface quality and you have to take care of
appropriate surface treatment (like sputtering or annealing). Another drawback in
grazing-incidence geometry is that you loose the lower half of the diffraction image,
because it is blocked by the sample. This leads to longer measurement times in
order to get the same information compared to transmission experiments.

Tilted laser
pulse

Thin
sample
eeLaser

Detector

Sample

(a) Transmission geometry

Detector

(b) Grazing incidence geometry

Figure 3.18: (a) Transmission and (b) grazing-incidence geometry for a timeresolved electron diffraction experiment.
In both cases you have the issue that electrons are not traveling with speed of light
and therefore a velocity mismatch between the laser pump beam and the electron
probe beam exists. In vacuum an electron moves with the velocity
s

v(E) = c 1 − (1 +

E −2
) ,
me c2

(3.7)

where E is the electron energy, me the electron’s rest mass and c the speed of
light. So, electrons with energies of 100 keV achieve only 0.548 c. This difference
can lead to large blurring of time-zero, resulting in a severe limitation of the time
resolution [110]. In order to reach the best time resolution, you have to take care
that every point on the excited sample area “sees” the same delay between the pump
and probe pulse, meaning that the surface velocities of the pump and probe pulses
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must be equal. In transmission geometry, this can be easily achieved by choosing the
angles between pump-, probe-beam and sample accordingly [69, 110]. For grazingincidence, however, such a “close-to-collinear” arrangement is not possible. You
can overcome this problem by using tilted optical pulses as described by Baum and
Zewail in [111]. Figure 3.19 shows the concept. The laser pulse is such tilted so that
its surface velocity matches the surface velocity of the electron pulse.
not tilted
laser pulse

tilted
laser pulse

e-

Sample

Sample
Time

Figure 3.19: Laser excitation with not-tilted and tilted pulses in grazing-incidence
geometry. The laser pulse hits the sample nearly perpendicular to the surface.
Because of the velocity mismatch between the electron and laser beam, the
time resolution is limited. To overcome this problem, tilted optical pulses are
used, so that both the laser and electron pulses are coincident at every place
on the specimen surface at all times [111].
Also in transmission geometry the use of tilted laser pulses can be practical if the
velocity mismatch can not be compensated by an appropriate geometry, like it can
be the case to fulfill an unfortunate Bragg condition. Either the laser pulse or the
electron pulse can be tilted [69, 111].
So far, we have the following possibilities to excite the sample in our apparatus;
with:
• the fundamental of our Yb:YAG thin-disk laser (cf. 2.2) at λ = 1030 nm and
its second harmonic at λ = 515 nm
• the output of the nonlinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) described in
chapter 3.5, with tunable femtosecond pulses from λ = 500 nm to λ = 700 nm
• THz radiation at a central frequency of 0.3 T Hz generated in a LiN bO3 crystal
as described by Schneider et al. in [36]
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The specimen can be placed both in transmission and grazing-incidence geometry
and tilted optical pulses can be applied.

3.8 Avoiding temporal distortions in tilted pulses
This chapter is a reprint of my publication in Optics Letters, Vol.37, No.12, June
15, 2012 [78].

Abstract: Tilted femtosecond laser pulses, having an intensity front with an angle
to the propagation direction, can be generated by a dispersive element and a lens or
mirror for imaging. Here we show that conventional geometries, for example with
a grating at Littrow’s condition, produce significant temporal distortions over the
beam profile. The aberrations are the result of a mismatch between the grating’s
surface and the object plane of the imaging system. This changes the chirp of the
pulses over the beam profile and lengthens the pulses to picoseconds for millimetersized beams. The distortions can be avoided by choosing a geometry in which the
propagation direction of the tilted pulses is perpendicular to the grating’s surface.

Tilted femtosecond pulses propagate with an intensity front that has an angle with
respect to the direction of propagation. Incidence on a surface can produce a lateral sweep of the intensity that is slower than the speed of light. This is useful
for providing group and phase matching in otherwise inaccessible geometries. Examples are the research fields of ultrafast electron diffraction [27, 111], x-ray lasers
with traveling-wave excitation [112, 113], parametric amplification [114], or terahertz
pulse generation [115–118].
Pulse front tilt is linked to angular dispersion [119–121]. A simple method for
generating tilted pulses consists of a dispersive element (for example, grating) and
an imaging system, which compensates for the undesired spatial separation of the
different frequencies. The imaging system reproduces the tilted pulses at a location
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in free space. There, all frequencies overlap at the same point, but come from
different directions. For pulses at a central wavelength λ0 , the tilt angle γ is [121]
γ ≈ arctan(M

∂θout
∂λ

λ0 ),

(3.8)

λ0

where θout (λ) is the angle of the grating’s diffracted beam and M is the demagnification factor of the imaging system. For example, a grating with 2000 lines
per mm used at Littrow’s condition (θin = θout ≈ 53◦ ) produces tilted pulses with
γ ≈ 70◦ after an 1:1 imaging system. Perpendicular incidence on a surface produces
an effective group velocity of ∼ 0.37 c.
Most applications of tilted pulses require large beam diameters. In ultrafast
diffraction, for example, the size of the beam determines the amount of surface
to be excited. For terahertz generation, the pulse energy and beam diameter must
be adjusted to achieve an optimized intensity for optical rectification. For x-ray
lasers, the spot must be large for achieving efficient amplification of spontaneous
emission. In addition, in all examples the pulses should have shortest duration and
therefore require a large bandwidth. In these two regimes, femtosecond pulses and
large beams, two effects become significant. First, Eq. 3.8 relates tilt angle and
dispersion. One could therefore suspect that higher-order terms of the grating’s
dispersion may produce a nonlinear tilt, that is, “banana”-shaped pulses. Second,
the grating induces temporal chirp [120]. The pulses become longer the farther
they travel away from the grating; this is the mechanism of a grating compressor.
The imaging system should reverse this chirp, but ray-tracing calculations predict
a varying pulse duration at the target [122, 123]. Both effects can severely limit the
applicability of tilted pulses.
In this Letter, we report an experimental study of nonlinearity and temporal
distortions in tilted femtosecond pulses. Our measurement is based on recording
a cross-correlation between a tilted and a non-tilted pulse. Figure 3.20 shows the
setup. The laser source is a longcavity Ti:sapphire oscillator (Femtosource XL, Femtolasers GmbH), providing ∼ 60 f s pulses at a central wavelength of λ ≈ 800 nm
with a repetition rate of 5.1 M Hz and a pulse energy of ∼ 450 nJ. The collimated
beam is separated into two parts by a 50% beam splitter (BS). One beam is guided
through a cylindrical lens (f = 300 mm) onto a grating; a linear focus with dimensions of ∼ 0.1×5 mm is achieved on the grating’s surface (yz-plane). The first-order
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reflection comes off closely to Littrow’s condition; that is, mostly back toward the
incoming beam. Going slightly upward (y-direction), the beam is steered onto a
large spherical mirror (fmirror = 150 mm), which provides a 1:1 imaging of the field
at the grating onto a β-barium-borate crystal (BBO) with a thickness of 100 µm.
There, the beam has a size of ∼ 3 × 0.1 mm (xy-plane). The other 50% of the laser
is used as a non-tilted reference. It is widened by a telescope, mechanically delayed
and also cylindrically focused onto the BBO crystal, with a slightly larger size of
∼ 5 × 0.1 mm (xy-plane). The angle between the two beams is < 4◦ and therefore
negligible. With proper spatiotemporal overlap, sum-frequency generation provides
a cross-correlation of the two incoming intensities.
Spherical
mirror

(a)

(b)
Grating

CL

BS

Ref. beam

Cross correlation
Tilted
Normal

Delay
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Tilted beam
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Figure 3.20: Arrangement for measuring the shape of tilted femtosecond pulses at
800 nm. (a) Experimental setup of a crosscorrelation between a tilted and a
non-tilted pulse, where BS is a 50% beam splitter, CL represents cylindrical
lenses, and BBO is a nonlinear crystal. (b) Pictures at 400 nm at the camera.
Three contributions are produced: second harmonic of the reference beam
(upper), second harmonic of the tilted beam (lower), and the cross-correlation
signal for different delays (middle).
The purpose of the cylindrical focuses is to increase the intensity for nonlinear
interaction. There are three contributions to the output at ∼ 400 nm: second
harmonic of the tilted pulses coming from slightly above, second harmonic of the
non-tilted pulses coming from slightly below, and a sum-frequency signal between
the two. The output of the BBO crystal is imaged onto a camera (USBeamPro,
Photon, Inc.). We applied a lens (f = 60 mm) or a spherical mirror (f = 200 mm)
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with similar results. A spectral filter was used to suppress components around
800 nm and a slit was used to reject the two static contributions.
The cross-correlation signals are narrow strips, because sum frequency is only
generated where the tilted and non-tilted pulses overlap in time; see depicted pulses
in Fig. 3.20(a). Scanning the delay produces a sweep from left to right, which indicates the tilt. For each delay, we evaluated two parameters of the cross-correlation
strips: central position and width. The positions provide a picture of the delay
versus position, that is, the tilt. The widths provide the effective durations of the
tilted pulse at all positions over the beam profile.
We used this arrangement to study two geometries for the diffraction grating.
First, we applied Littrow’s condition (input and output beams close to parallel),
as shown in Fig. 3.21(a). This represents the geometry reported in the literature.
We used a grating with 2000 lines/mm and an incidence angle of 49◦ . The firstorder beam exists at ∼ 58◦ and imaging with a magnification of ∼ 1 provides an
angular dispersion of ∼ 3.7 mrad/nm, corresponding to an expected pulse front tilt
of ∼ 71.5◦ .
Figure 3.21(b) shows the results. The upper panel shows the delay versus position.
We observed a straight line with a tilt of ∼ 71.9◦ . No evidence for deviations from a
purely linear tilt was found, although our 60 f s pulses have a considerable bandwidth
(∼ 30 nm). Higher orders of the grating’s dispersion did not produce a curved shape
of the pulses.
The linearity of the tilt over the entire beam profile can be understood by assuming
causality at the grating’s surface. Incidence of the incoming pulse “excites” the
grating only during femtosecond times. The imaging system (the spherical mirror)
reproduces this time-dependent intensity at the image location (the BBO crystal).
Hence, the intensity profile at the BBO resembles a spatiotemporal image of the
grating’s surface. In this description, the tilt is linear because the grating is flat
(not curved). Nonlinearities in the dispersion are not causing curved pulses, as
shown here experimentally.
Measuring the pulse duration over the beam profile produced a less favorable
result. The blue dots in the lower panel of Fig. 3.21(b) show what we measured
with near-Littrow geometry. A strong lengthening is evident at the edges of the
beam; the width of the cross correlation is ∼ 1 ps at a position 1 mm away from
the beam’s center. This is too much to be acceptable in femtosecond experiments.
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The mechanism is based on temporal distortions. Besides dispersing the pulses
spatially, the grating also produces a temporal chirp; this lengthens the pulses the
more they travel away from the grating [120]. The spherical mirror reverses the
angular and the temporal dispersion. At the image (the BBO crystal), the pulses
should therefore be short again. It is indeed the case at the beam center, where the
distances Dgr (between grating and spherical mirror) and DBBO (between spherical
mirror and BBO) provide an imaging condition (1/fmirror = 1/Dgr + 1/DBBO ).
However, the grating is tilted with respect to the direction of the first-order beam.
The imaging system’s object plane (horizontal dotted line) has an angle θout with
respect to the grating. Imaging is, therefore, imperfect for outer parts of the beam.
The spherical mirror (or lens) is not fully reversing the temporal dispersion, and the
pulses become chirped.
In order to calculate this, we invoke the geometry depicted in Fig. 3.21(a). At
a lateral distance ∆x from center, the distance Dgr is increased/reduced by ∆z =
∆x · tan(θout ). At a distance ∆z from the grating, a pulse with a Fourier-limited
duration τ0 acquires a duration τ (∆z) that is given by [120]
τ (∆z) ≈ τ0

v
u
u
t1 +

(2 ln 2)2 ∆z 2 ψ 4 λ60
.
π 2 c4 τ04

(3.9)

This is Eq. (23) of [11], rewritten for an angular dispersion ψ = M · (∂θout /∂λ)|λ0
in wavelength units (rad/nm), and for pulse durations defined by full width at half
maximum. Contributions originating from the spatial separation of the frequencies
are neglected, because our beams are large in the plane of diffraction.
We also account for the apparatus function of our cross-correlation setup. Our
camera has a pixel size of 6.7 µm, corresponding to a temporal resolution of τcamera ≈
6.7 µm·tan(γ)/c ≈ 70 f s, as a result of the lateral sweeps of the cross-correlation signal over the camera. The duration of the non-tilted pulses is τq
0 ≈ 60 f s. Considering
2
.
these effects, the measured cross-correlation width is τcross ≈ τ (∆z)2 + τ02 + τcamera
Compared to τ (∆z), this makes a slight difference only at very short durations of
τ (∆z).
The red line in the lower panel of Fig. 3.21(b) shows the results. A good agreement to the experimental data is evident. It shows that the discrepancy between
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the grating and the imaging plane is indeed the reason for the observed temporal
distortions and “bone”-shaped pulses at the target.
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Figure 3.21: Temporal distortions in tilted pulses for two different geometries of the
grating. (a) Conventional arrangement with a Littrow grating. (b) Resulting
pulse front tilt (upper panel, blue) and pulse duration (lower panel, blue) in
dependence of the position within the beam. The red line is a calculation (see
text). (c) Geometry to avoid aberrations, based on a perpendicular exit of the
diffracted beam. (d) Resulting pulse front tilt (upper panel, blue) and pulse
duration (lower panel, blue). The red line is a calculation.
From these results it is evident how to avoid such aberrations. Coincidence of
the grating with the object plane of the spherical mirror is required; the diffracted
beam must exit the grating in a perpendicular direction. This principle was identified
earlier [124]; here we provide a measurement with femtosecond pulses. Figure 3.21(c)
depicts the geometry. In the experiment, we used a grating with 1100 lines/mm,
an incidence angle of 61.5◦ , and a demagnification of ∼ 1 : 2 (Dgr ≈ 450 nm and
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DBBO ≈ 225 nm). The expected pulse front tilt is ∼ 60◦ in such a configuration.
The grating’s blaze and efficiency were not optimized for these angles; this will be
a challenge for the future. Figure 3.21(d) shows the results. The tilt is linear, as
expected from our grating’s flat surface. In contrast to conventional geometry, the
pulse duration is short over all of the beam profile (Fig. 3.21(d), lower panel). The
prediction by Eq. 3.9 for θout = 0, convoluted with the experimental resolution,
produces the red trace. Theory deviates only slightly from the measured data.
This shows that temporal distortions in tilted pulses can be avoided by choosing a
geometry where the grating lies on the imaging system’s object plane.
To generalize, the grating’s angle θout determines the plane where the pulses are
compressed. The combination of θout , θin , and M determines the pulse front tilt.
In an application, both planes can be set as required by the sample’s position and
orientation. The depth-of-field of the imaging system defines the amount of temporal
distortions.
We note some consequences of these results. First, in the field of intense terahertz
generation, large beams are required to balance intensity and pulse energy [125]. A
contact grating was proposed to minimize distortions [122]. In view of our results,
an appropriate tilt of the grating also might be as successful. Second, in the field of
x-ray lasers, traveling waves can be delivered to large targets with femtosecond duration everywhere. This opens up the possibility to use few-cycle petawatt lasers [126]
for producing coherent x-ray beams. Third, in the field of ultrafast electron diffraction, temporal resolution in grazing incidence is essentially unlimited by velocity
problems. If using single electrons [21], compression in microwaves or ponderomotive gratings [6, 28], ultrashort laser pulses at megahertz repetition rates [127], and
suitable arrangements for tilt, the regime of few-femtosecond resolution is in range.
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diffraction on carbon nanotubes
Here I describe the first time-resolved electron diffraction experiment made with
this apparatus. The high 100-kV acceleration voltage allows to study thick and
complex solid samples. As a sample, a 200-nm thick foam consisting of carbon
nanotubes was chosen. Carbon nanotubes’ dynamics are very interesting both from
a technological and a fundamental perspective. The dynamics of the carbon-nuclei
are not yet understood well [128] and ultrafast electron diffraction provides an ideal
tool to observe these dynamics. Therefore, the carbon nanotube film is an ideal
sample to use for a proof-of-principle experiment for the new “UED2-beamline”.

4.1 Motivation
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 by Sumio Iijima [129], they
keep drawing attention of many scientists in different research fields due to their
unique properties in optics [130–132], mechanics [133], electrical as well as thermal
conductivity [134, 135] and electronics [136]. Carbon nanotubes consist of cylindrical
rolled-up graphite layers and individual walls behave as metals or semiconductors,
depending on their chirality [137], i.e. the orientation of the lattice. Figure 4.1
shows an illustration of a single-walled carbon nanotube.
Carbon nanotubes combine some of the best features of polymers, carbon fibers
and metals [138] and are thus an ideal multifunctional material useable for many
applications [139]. They can be produced nowadays in macroscopic quantities and
applications, like nanotube diodes [140], sensors [141, 142] and even a computer built
entirely out of CNT-based transistors [143] were already successfully demonstrated.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a single-walled carbon nanotube. A single-walled carbon
nanotube consist of a graphene sheet rolled up to a cylinder. The picture was
generated with Crystal Maker.
Furthermore, carbon nanotubes have even been proposed as the climbing cable for
a supposed future space elevator [144] due to their high strength-to-mass ratio.
Carbon nanotubes’ ultrafast characteristics have been investigated using a wide
array of measurement-methods. E.g., the dynamics of charge-carriers in carbon
nanotubes were studied using ultrafast spectroscopy [145], or specific vibrational
modes were observed by Raman spectroscopy [146]. These techniques, however,
provide only an indirect measurement and are not capable to study directly timedependent atomic motion. In carbon nanotubes the dynamics of the carbon-nuclei,
however, are not yet understood well [128], and time-resolved electron diffraction
provides an ideal tool to address these dynamics.

4.2 Sample preparation
Freestanding films of carbon nanotubes with ∼ 200 nm thickness were provided by
Wenjun Ma and produced by direct synthesis, similar to the procedure described
in [147]. The films were grown by floating-catalyst chemical vapor deposition (FCCVD), where as catalyst a ferrocene/sulfur powder is heated up to ∼ 358 K and then
streamed into a reaction zone by ∼ 592 · 103 P a m3 /s argon and ∼ 2 · 103 P a m3 /s
methane [147]. The reaction in the quartz tube was carried out at over 875 K and
large-area carbon nanotube films are grown there with a rate of ∼ 3 nm/min [147].
With this method, huge robust freestanding foils can be produced, as shown in
figure 4.2(a). The carbon nanotube film is macroscopically very homogenous but
microscopically complex, as one can see in a large-scale scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image (figure 4.2(b)) kindly provided by Wenjun Ma. In the foil, the single
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carbon-nanotubes form bundles, which are not randomly distributed, but preferentially aligned with respect to the flow in the reaction zone during the growingprocedure [147]. Furthermore, the bundles are firmly connected to each other; this
results in a very high tensile strength of the film of about 360 M P a (along the preferential direction) [147]. In addition, the film has along this preferential direction
an electrical conductivity of over 2000 S/cm [147], similar to the electrical conductivity in graphite parallel to the basal plane. The 200-nm thick film has a density
of ∼ 1.3 g/cm3 [147] which is by a factor of ∼ 1.7 lower compared to graphite.

Figure 4.2: (a) Photograph of a ∼ 200 nm thick freestanding carbon nanotube foil
besides a 20-cent coin. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the
carbon nanotube film. The image was kindly provided by W. Ma and shows
a high homogeneity of the sample.

For ultrafast electron diffraction investigations, the foil was attached to 2000-mesh
copper TEM-grids (G2786C, plano GmbH) that are mounted on a home-built sample
holder. Transmission electron microscope grids (TEM-grids) are commonly used to
mount samples in electron microscopy and consists of very thin bars orientated
in a mesh-like raster. The here used TEM-grid has 2000 bars per inch, with a
bar thickness of ∼ 5 µm [148]. The TEM-grid stabilizes the sample mechanically,
but more important in our case, it provides efficient heat-sinks for removal of laser
energy as discussed in chapter 4.4. Figure 4.3 shows a microscopy image of the
carbon nanotube film mounted on such a TEM-grid.
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Figure 4.3: Microscopy image of a 200 nm thick carbon nanotube foam on a 2000
mesh TEM-grid. The TEM-grid provides efficient heat-sinks for support and
continuous removal of laser energy.

4.3 Experimental parameters
The pump-probe experiment was carried out at an electron acceleration voltage of
100 kV and repeated at 91 kV . The laser repetition rate was set to its lowest value
of 50 kHz and electron pulses with roughly 10 electrons/pulse were generated using
the second harmonic of the laser-system (cf. chapter 2.2). The magnetic lens was
aligned as described in chapter 3.4. The sample was excited with the fundamental
laser pulses at 1030 nm. Because of the rather long pulse duration (∼ 1 ps) the use of
single-electron pulses is not so critical, and the here applied ∼ 10 electrons per pulse
do not limit the time resolution in this experiment. If in the future shorter pump
pulses would require truly single-electron pulses, one could increase the repetition
rate of the laser in order to keep the measurement time equal.

4.4 Determination of the optical damage threshold
In order to trigger the maximum excitation effect in the carbon nanotube foil, one
has to know how much energy can be deposited there with the laser pulses without
damaging it. So it is crucial to know the power threshold before irreversible damage
occurs.
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Earlier evidence [23] shows that sample damage in few/single-electron UED typically occurs not by the excitation of each individual laser pulse itself but by the
average power over many pulses. For single- or few-electron diffraction experiments,
the sample has to withstand many pump-probe cycles due to the long measurement
time caused by the low intensity of a single diffraction image. The heating up of
the sample and finally melting or sublimation is believed to be the main source of
destroying the films. Therefore sufficient heat-sinks have to be provided in order to
avoid thermal damage [23, 24]. The use of appropriate TEM-grids with a small mesh
bar spacing as sample mounts proofed very beneficial to remove heat [23]. Damage measurements on 50-nm thin aluminum foils mounted on different TEM-grids
show that one can increase the damage threshold by a factor of 10 by increasing the
number of bars per inch from 100 to 2000 [24].
For simplicity we used the fundamental of our laser system (1030 nm) to optically
excite the sample. At 1030 nm, the transmission of the carbon nanotube foam is
71%. This high transparency (see also figure 4.3) is another indication that our
films are very homogeneous and that impurities are at a low level [147]. Because of
the high transparency of the films, it was not so easy to determine the threshold in
situ with good resolution by only measuring the change in transmission. Therefore
the foils were carefully examined by a light microscope after exposures to a set of
different excitation energies. The measuring procedure was the following: We set the
laser power to a certain value, focused it exactly like in the pump-probe experiment
on the sample (40 µm beam width FWHM, ∼ 1 ps pulse duration at 1030 nm central
wavelength) and exposed the foil for ∼ 5 min. Then we blocked the laser, moved the
sample by 250 µm and repeated the measurement. For each laser power we exposed
the foil at 6 different spots to assure that no local inhomogeneities, impurities or
bad contacts to the TEM-grid would falsify the results. Finally, we expected the
foil for visible damage under a bright field light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Axio Imager
Z1m) using transillumination.
Figure 4.4 shows the results. The laser power was changed in 0.5-mW steps from
6 to 9.5 mW at a laser repetition rate of 50 kHz. First visible damage occurs at
8 mW ; at a laser power above 8.5 mW all spots were destroyed. For the pump-probe
experiment the excitation was therefore set to 7 mW (pulse energy 140 nJ), in order
to have a safety margin. With the focus size of 40 µm beam width (full width at
half maximum) this accords to a fluence of ∼ 10 mJ/cm2 .
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Figure 4.4: Optical damage threshold of the carbon nanotube foil mounted on a
2000 mesh TEM-grid. The foil was exposed ∼ 5 min at six different spots
for each laser power and then microscopically examined for damage. The
repetition rate was 50 kHz, pulse duration ∼ 1 ps, wavelength 1030 nm and
spot size on the foil 40 µm diameter (full width at half maximum).

4.5 Pump-probe: overlap of the laser with the
electron-beam
For pump-probe experiments it is essential to overlap the pump with the probe beam
both spatially and temporally on the sample to investigate. First, the temporal
overlap (the so called time-zero) is addressed; then a procedure to exactly overlap
the focused beams in space is discussed.
In order to perform an ultrafast electron diffraction experiment in a reasonable
time frame, one has to choose the range and sensitivity of delay times appropriately,
which requires to know when the two pulses coincide in time. The tuning of different
delay steps is provided by a retroreflector placed in the laser beam and mounted on
a linear delay stage (LS110, PI miCos GmbH) with a travel range of 305 mm; hence
covering a time interval of ∼ 1 ns with a step size better than 0.5 f s[149]. First,
a precise measurement of the length of the two beam paths is performed to know
roughly where time zero shall be, taken into account that electrons are not traveling
with the speed of light, and that the velocity depends on their energy (equation 3.7).
Therefore, if one changes the acceleration voltage of the electrons, one has also to
adapt the optical beam path. Next, the TEM-grid covered with the carbon nanotube
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film to investigate (cf. figure 4.3) is placed with the sample positioning system (see
chapter 3.6) in the unfocused electron beam. The electrons produce a shadow image
of the sample and you focus the electron beam slightly so that it homogeneously
illuminates the TEM-grid with the specimen. Then one brings the focused laser
beam to the TEM-grid and increases the intensity so much that it burns a hole
in the specimen, but not in the TEM-grid; note that the fundamental of the laser
(λ = 1030 nm) is visible with the camera described in chapter 3.6. Now, the electron
and laser beam are roughly overlapped in space. On the sharp edges of the grid,
the intense laser pulse generates photo-electrons by multiphoton photoemission that
deflect the electron pulse by space charge effects, if the timing is appropriate. So
by recording the electron beam shape at different delay steps, a deflection of the
electron beam at time zero is detected.
For the determination of time zero, t0 , six time-scans were performed and the resulting images for each time step averaged. Since we are only interested in the change
of the charge distribution, an averaged reference image at a time position tref  t0
is subtracted from the other images to increase contrast. Figure 4.5 presents the
results. A deflection of electrons is clearly visible at time zero. Figure 4.6 shows the
absolute change in the integrated intensity profile with time; in order to increase
the resolution we used the squared differential intensities [25]
∆I(t) =

[Ii,j (t) − Ii,j (tref )]2 ,

X

(4.1)

i,j

with Ii,j the pixel values.
This deflection effect last for ∼ 40 ps, so to find t0 , one can perform a fast rough
scan first and then make a fine scan around t0 to determine it more precisely. With
this method we can resolve time zero within ±1 ps. We note that this procedure is
efficient enough to set the delay steps in our current experiment appropriate, but in
order to determine t0 with femtosecond precision one has to perform cross-correlation
measurements, for example described by Kirchner et al. in [68].
The two beams are now aligned roughly in space, but to accomplish a successful
pump-probe experiment their focuses have to match exactly, otherwise a mixture
of diffraction patterns of excited and not excited areas is measured. The focus of
the electron beam on the sample was determined by knife-edge scans and has a
diameter of ∼ 32 µm (FWHM). The size of the pump beam was set to ∼ 40 µm;
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Figure 4.5: Procedure to find the temporal overlap between the electron and the
laser pulse. The laser pulse generates photo-electrons leading to a charge
distribution deflecting the electrons of the electron probe beam. Thus time
zero can be determined by recording the electron beam profile at different
delay steps.

slightly larger in order to record only diffraction patterns from the excited area as
mentioned above. To overlap the two beams in space, we burned a tiny cross with
the laser in the carbon nanotube film and performed knife-edge scans their with the
electron beam. Thus the electron beam and the laser can be exactly overlapped
in the middle of the cross. To check if the procedure was sufficient, we block the
laser beam and move the sample by some 100 µm. Then we increase the electrons
per pulse and the exposure time of the detector such that the diffraction pattern is
clearly visible. If one burns now a hole with the laser, the diffraction pattern has to
disappear completely.
Next, the sample is moved again by some 100 µm, such that the beams are in
an undamaged region of the sample. Now the time-resolved diffraction experiment
can be performed. We note that the weak laser power of 7 mW used for excitation
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Figure 4.6: Determination of the temporal overlap between the electron and the
laser pulse. The absolute values of the intensity are squared in order to increase
the sensitivity. For further details, see text.
produces not enough photo-electrons on the carbon nanotube sample to deflect our
electron-beam and the correspondent diffraction pattern in any noticeable way.

4.6 Carbon nanotube diffraction and radial data
analysis
Figure 4.7 shows an averaged diffraction pattern of the carbon nanotube sample
resulting from 40 images with a 30-s exposure time, recorded at an electron energy
of 100 keV at a time well before time zero. About 10 electrons per pulse at a
repetition rate of 50 kHz were used. There are approximately 107 single electrons
in this total pattern.
For evaluation of the diffraction rings, the averaged images were transformed into
elliptic polar coordinates, angularly integrated and the values of the radius in pixels
converted to reciprocal distances. Elliptic coordinates have to be used because the
recorded diffraction rings are not perfectly circular, but show a slight ellipticity,
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Figure 4.7: Diffraction pattern of the carbon nanotube film recorded at an electron
energy of 100 keV . The picture results from the average of 40 images whereat
the exposure time of the camera was set to its maximum value of 30 s.

resulting from an imperfect alignment of the camera to the electron beam. The
transformation from the detector coordinates (u, v) into the elliptic polar coordinate
system (r, φ) is described by
q

r=

L (u − u0 )2 cos2 α + (v − v0 )2
L − (u − u0 ) sin α

φ = arctan 2(u − u0 , v − v0 ),

(4.2)

(4.3)

with L the distance from the sample to the detector and α the tilt angle of the
camera with respect to the electron beam. To determine the tilt angle α we used
a computational optimization algorithm based on minimizing an objective function,
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resulting in a tilt of α ≈ 4.6◦ . The same algorithm was also used to find the ring
center, i.e. the (000) order, and set it as the point of coordinates’ origin u0 , v0 .
The green trace in figure 4.8 shows the results. Up to four rings are clearly evident.
This demonstrates the ability of our “UED2” apparatus (cf. chapter 3) to measure
complex, thick materials.
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Figure 4.8: Angular integrated diffraction pattern of the recorded diffraction image
(green trace) and of the simulation of a SW-CNT (blue trace). Peak assignments are also shown and the pattern indicates that our CNT-film consists of
a mixture of SW-CNTs and MW-CNTs.
With help from P. Baum, a simulation of the diffraction pattern from a singlewalled carbon nanotube (SW-CNT) was performed following the mathematics of
Lu-Chang Qin in [150], radially averaged and averaged over different chiralities. The
result is plotted in figure 4.8 (blue trace). The 100 and 110 peak can be associated
with the covalent bonds in the graphene sheets (intra-tubule) [128, 151] and show a
good agreement with the simulations. The 002 and 004 peak refer to diffraction by
inter-tubule planes [128], i.e. by adjacent graphene planes in multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MW-CNT) [151]. The lower intensity of the 00l peaks with respect to
the 100 and 110 peak indicates that our carbon nanotube film consists of a mixture
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of SW-CNTs and MW-CNTs, where the MW-CNTs are likely composed of only a
few walls [152].

4.7 Time-resolved results and discussion
For the time-resolved studies we recorded 40 diffraction images with 30 s exposure
time at every time-step, corresponding to roughly 108 incoming electrons for the
averaged image per time-step. The 002, 100, and 110 diffraction peaks were fitted
using a Gaussian function to determine their positions. Two measurements were
performed, one at an electron energy of 100 keV and one at 91 keV . These measurements show reasonably similar results and therefore, the dynamics of the two
measurements were averaged. Figure 4.9 shows the change in position of the peaks
with time.
The dynamics were fitted with a Gaussian-convolved step function (assuming that
the laser and electron pulses have Gaussian profiles) followed by an exponential decay
described by
1
1
y = y0 + af (t − t0 , r, τ ) + bf (t − t0 , r → ∞, τ )
2
2

(4.4)

with y0 , a, b offsets and amplitudes, respectively, r the decay-rate and τ the apparatus’ temporal resolution (full width at half maximum(FWHM)); assuming that
the dynamics fitted with the error-function are faster than the time duration of the
excitation pulse, τ can be associated with the time resolution of the experiment.
The function f is given by
f (t − t0 , r, τ ) = exp[(

τ
q

4r ln(2)

)2 −

t − t0
τ
](1 − erf[ q
−
r
4r ln(2)

q

2(t − t0 ) ln(2)
τ

]).

(4.5)
The fit of the 100 peak (figure 4.9(b)) unfolds a time resolution of τ = 1.6 ps
(FWHM). With a laser pulse duration of ∼ 1 ps this result is quite reasonable.
Since the measurement-data of the 100-dynamics are less noisy compared to the two
other data-sets the time resolution τ was set constant for all fits. Table 4.1 shows
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the results with y0 (change before time-zero) and t0 (time-zero) already corrected to
zero (cf. figure 4.9).
002-fit
τ (fixed) 1.6 ps
r
7.9 ps
a
1.43 h
b
b = −a

100-fit
110-fit
1.6 ps
1.6 ps
8.2 ps
7.1 ps
−0.23 h −0.31 h
−0.25 h 0.04 h

Table 4.1: Fit-parameters of the carbon nanotube dynamics. For details, see text.
The exponential fit of the 002 peak dynamics results in a time-rate of r002 = 7.9 ps.
The time-rates of the 100 and 110 peaks are also in the same range, r100 = 8.2 ps
and r110 = 7.1 ps. The fit parameter b is the offset at 50 ps with respect to the zeroposition. After 50 ps the 002 peak is shifted by b002 = −1.43 h, the other peaks by
b100 = −0.25 h and b110 = 0.04 h, respectively. a describes the amplitude of the
exponential function and equals a100 = −0.23 h and a110 = −0.31 h, respectively.
These results allow a preliminary interpretation of the atomic-scale dynamics of
carbon nanotubes after laser excitation. We draw on previous knowledge of graphite,
where after exposure with an ultrashort laser pulse, the excited carriers gain a
local equilibrium in some hundred femtoseconds by transferring heat to a subset of
strongly coupled optical phonons (SCOPs) [24, 153]. In graphite, the SCOPs have a
life-time of 7 − 12 ps [153–155], before they have transferred their energy into other
modes.
The time-rates r in the carbon nanotubes match quite well the time scale of the
SCOPs in graphite. In the carbon nanotubes, after laser excitation, the energy is
probably transferred in less than the time resolution (1.6 ps) to SCOPs and the
tubes are almost instantly thermally expanded (see figure 4.10). The 002 peak, representing the distance between the walls of multi-walled carbon nanotubes, shows
not such a fast dynamic, meaning that the smaller carbon nanotubes are equally
expanded as their neighboring larger ones. Within ∼ 8 ps the SCOPs probably
thermally relax back to an equal energy deposited in all modes. The tubes contract,
whereas the effect is faster for smaller carbon nanotubes, evident from the increasing distance between the tubes (see figure 4.9(a)). This assumes that the carbon
nanotubes are not completely ringlike after the decay of the SCOPs, but rather in
a deformed vibrational state.
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Figure 4.9: Dynamics of the CNT-film. Temporal behavior of different diffractionpeaks, measurement (blue) and fit (red). For details, see text.
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4.7 Time-resolved results and discussion
At 50 ps, the end of the here investigated time range, the tubes are still radially
expanded. This result agrees to measurements on the nanosecond to microsecond
timescale performed by Park et al. in [128]. They observed a radial expansion
which lasts several microseconds [128]. The total recovery time was found to be
about 100 µs [128], governed by thermal conductivity laws.

-5ps
d1

1ps

8ps

d2

d3

d 2 = d1

d 3 > d2

>100ms
d4

d 4 = d1

Figure 4.10: Schematics of the carbon nanotube dynamics, here shown for a carbon
nanotube (CNT) with 2 walls. After ultrafast laser heating (1ps) the CNTs
are thermally expanded. The smaller CNT is equally expanded as the larger
one and the radial distance between them remains constant (d2 = d1 ). Within
∼ 8 ps the system thermally relaxes and the tubes contract, whereas the
contraction is larger for the smaller CNT, meaning that the distance d is
increasing (d3 > d2 ). After this relaxation, the CNTs are still radial expanded
compared to the not-excited state (−5 ps). Measurement performed in [128]
show, that it takes ∼ 100 µs to reach the not-excited state. For further details,
see the text.

The offsets b of the 100 and the 110 position may eventually results from the
chirality of the carbon nanotubes, meaning the orientation of the graphene lattice
with respect to the tube radius. We assume that most of the carbon nanotubes have
such chiralities where the 100 peak represents the equatorial dimension; this would
confirm the radial expansion. Park et al. could only observe a shift in the 002 peak
and argued that their nanotube structure is scroll-type [128]. Our measurement,
however, shows clearly a shift in the 100 peak, indicating a system of closed carbon
nanotube rings, which is more likely [152].
The positive offset at 50 ps of the 110 peak-position is not a priori clear. If the
110 diffraction represents the axial direction, this would indicate a contraction along
the tube axis. This is very unlikely and would mean that the carbon nanotubes have
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a negative axial expansion coefficient. The offset of the 110 peak-position is not yet
understood well; further measurements or simulations are required.
We conclude that after ultrafast laser heating, carbon nanotubes quickly thermally
expand and then relax in ∼ 8 ps, the typical time-rate observed also in graphite
dynamics. After this relaxation, the carbon nanotubes reach a thermal equilibrium,
whereas they are radially expanded compared to the not-excited state, with larger
tubes remaining more expanded than smaller ones. This anisotropic behavior can
be associated with the difference in the bonding structure. Typical time-scales to
again reach the non-excited state are in the order of microseconds [128].
Further studies, for example in dependence of laser fluence or polarization, or
measurements with better time resolution can shed more light on the rich ultrafast
ongoings in carbon nanotubes. Here, the experiment is a clear proof that ultrafast
electron diffraction with single- or few-electron-pulses at 100 keV is a valuable and
powerful tool, thanks to the improvements and findings made in this thesis, for
investigating complex materials’ dynamics in space and time.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work, a new laboratory was established, housing a second-generation ultrafast
electron diffraction beamline, “UED2”. In comparison to before, the electron acceleration voltage was increased from 30 kV to 100 kV , in order to have a larger electron penetration depth, allowing in transmission geometry the use of much thicker
samples. Grazing-incidence diffraction can also be applied. To minimize temporal
distortions, the generation and characterization of appropriate optical tilted pulses
was demonstrated. Furthermore, temporal distortions caused by misaligned magnetic lenses were examined and an alignment procedure to minimize the aberrations
to less than one femtosecond is shown.
The stability of the 100-keV electron source is well sufficient for days of averaging. This allowed a first proof-of-principle experiment with this novel diffraction
beamline. Carbon nanotubes were found to have a very rich and complex structural
dynamic, covering multiple dimensions and time scales. This demonstrates that
ultrafast electron diffraction at 100 keV , with single/few electrons per pulse, is an
excellent method to study dynamics in complex solid samples in space and time.
When these results are combined with other activities in our group, the goal
to reach few-femtosecond or even attosecond time-resolution in UED comes within
reach. By compressing the single-electron pulses with microwave fields, pulse durations of only 28 fs (full width at half maximum) were already achieved [31, 32].
According to simulations [28], this concept promises attosecond capabilities. Another very promising concept is the compression with optical fields, and just now
the “UED2-beamline” is upgraded to house such a compression. Combining these
concepts will potentially push the limits in UED significantly further to complex
materials and ultimate time-resolutions.
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All original figures, experimental raw-data, evaluation and simulation tools are
stored on the Data Archive Server of the Laboratory for Attosecond Physics at the
Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics: /afs/rzg/mpq/lap/publication_archive
The data is organized with respect to the chapters and sub-chapters in the thesis.
All original figures are named figXX-XX-text with XX-XX the number as in the
thesis and -text a short description of the figure similar to the figure name. The
editable figures and the corresponding evaluations or simulations are also provided
and the file-names or folders have the same number XX-XX as the figure. Some
evaluation tools are used to generate more than one figure and are stored in the main
folder (.../evaluation tools). Supplementary information can be found in text files,
providing, if applicable, descriptions about data acquisition, processing, evaluation
or simulation.
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